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BETA Working Paper P7, BETA Research Institute, Enschede, the Netherlands, August 1997 

ORGANISATIONAL DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT CHARACTERISTICS OF 
NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS AND (THEIR INTERACTIONS WITH) 

THEIR CONTEXT, RELATED TO PERFORMANCE. 
Relevance, important issues, metbodology and research approach 

plus results from 6 mini cases in UK pharmaceutical and chemica) industries. 

PART 1: THEORY AND RESEARCH DESIGN. 

Petra C. de Weerd-Nederhof 
Visiting Researcher, R&D Research Unit, Manchester Business School (July-Sept. 1996) 
Assistant Professor, Dept. Technology & Organisation, Fac. Technology & Management 

University of Twente, P.O.Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands 
Tel.:+ 31 53 489 3499; Fax: 2159; E-mail: p.c.deweerd@sms.utwente.nl 

ABSTRACT 

In this quite elaborate paper we present essentially an overview of literature uncovering 
organisational and management characteristics of NP D, serving as an operationalisation of a 
process and contingency model of NPD systems and their (alignment with their) intra- and 
extra-organisational context, related to performance. Elements and characteristics, as wel/ as 
NPD performance factors, are summarised;;in tab/e 8 at the end of the paper. This table wil/ be 
used in a PhD research project for the description and analysis of cases, exploring re/ationships 
and influences between different elements of the organisational design and performance 
(compare cases), which is meant to lead to guidelines on how to organise and manage new 
product development processes to continuously meet internal and external demands. In 
individual cases however, the framework and mapping tools captured in the table have a/ready 
proven to be of value as a selfassessment tooi for several companies, uncovering bottlenecks 
and points for improvement. Some examples of preliminary resu/ts are given at the very end of 
the article. For every topic mentioned in table 8, the artiele contains important findings from 
literature in the corresponding paragraph, thus giving NPD practitioners directions (and 
litera/ure references!) towards possible solutions totheir problems. 

INTRODUCTION 
Th is working paper bas 2 · parts: in Part I a PhD research project titled "Organising and 

Managing New Product Development (NPD) Systems " is described, which is aimed at gaining 
insight into the influence of different ways of organising and rnanaging product development 
processes on (overall) performance. The first section explores the relevanee of this research, the 
second section positions R&D and NPD and presents a descriptive model of product development 

· systems, in terrus of which, in the third section, we will address. important issues tliat emerge from 
literature, leading to operationalisations that can be used for the mapping of NPD systems, their 
context and performance. The focus is mainly on the characteristics of NPD elements and 
alignment with their context, thereby only implicitly and in terrus of examples, referring to 
relationships between elements. The modeLand mapping tools have been applied in-depth to 6 
case study companies, mainly in the electro-technical industry. The fourth concluding section 
contains a summary of our mapping tools, and some preliminary conclusions that emerged from 
the in-depth case studies. 

In order to explore the differences in organisation and management of product development 
systems in other branches than the electro-technical industry, during the researchers' stay in the 
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UK, a less detailed version ofthe model was applied in so-called mini cases in pharmaceutical and 
chemica! companies. Part II of this working paper, which will be written in the autumn of 1997, 
serves as a feedback report for these 6 UK companies. After an explanation of the used 
methodology, based on the extensive model and mapping tools combined with the Self 
Assessment Guîde 'Innovation Your Move' (DTI, 1994), the results of the mini cases wil! be 
presented and the different companies will be compared to each other. Finally where possible 
managerial irnplications will be given and conclusions will be drawn, thereby more explicitly 
actdressing also relationships arnong and between NPD elernents and their context and the 
influence on performance. 

I. ORGANISING AND MANAGING NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 

1.1 The importance of gaining insight in the fit of NPD systems' elements with each other, 
the internal organisation and the environment. 

It is widely recognised that new product development (NPD) and R&D have a large 
impact on the overall performance of the company (see e.g. Brockhoff, 1997). Brown and 
Eisenhardt (1995) state that product development is the nexus for competition for many firms as 

. well as the central organisational process for adaptation and renewal. Separating the winners from 
i. the losers: Cooper & Kleinschmidts' benchmark of the firms' critica! success factors in New 

roduct Development is based on the proposition that a company's overall new product 
erformance depends on the following elements: the NPD process and the specific activities 

within this process; the organisation of the NPD program; the firm's culture and elimate for 
innovation; and senior management commitrnent (Cooper, R.G. & E.J. Kleinschmidt, 1995). 
Thus theirs and many other articles on the topic indicate the importance of organisation and 
management of NPD for overall performance. 

expecred specifications by r·::::::tion 
perceived specifications by the company 

l product design 

process design 

intended specifications by the company 

manufacturing 
assembly 
purchasing 
distri bution 

realised specifications by the. company 

· . 1 information 

perceived specifications by the customer 

-Marketing 

-R&D/NPD 

- Process Planning/Engineering 

- Production and Logistics 

~ Marketing, Sales and Service 

Figure 1 Quality is satisfying customer needs and expectations. (De Weercl-Nederhof et all996; 
adapted from Draaijer 1993) 
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Figure 1 illustrates that the quality of a product can never exceed that of its design. which 
is a reason for e.g. TQM literature to stress that quality management in upstream processes such as 
market research and in particular R&D and NPD needs considerable attention (Bossink et al,· 
1992). Knowing that organisational design and management characteristics are important for 
NPD and overall success is very valuable for managers 'in the field' but the next question 
immediately asked is: how then can we redesign our organisation and improve our management? 
Through the years this has proven to be a question which is difficult to answer, if not only for 
the fact that every organisation is unique and usually requires its own tailor made solution. In 
this section we will explain how we aim to contribute to the formulation of guidelines for 
organising and rnanaging NPD in practice through our research which provides insight in the fit 
of NPD systems' elements with each other, the internat organisation and the environment. 

1.2 Changes in organisation and management to face (NPD) problems through the years. 
Increasing international competition and globalisation of markets, more stringent 

regulations conceming environmental impact and product safety, new technologies for 
manufacturing, distribution and communication becoming available at an ever faster rate, these 
are just a number of trends and developments teading to heavy demands on overall company 
performance. Due to these pressures many companies had to make a transition of focus from 
efficiency (low cost), via quality and flexibility (broad product assortment) to innovativeness (and 
speed). Each change of focus did not make the capabilities gained at the previous stage obsolete, 
but rather built on the requirements of the previous stage, which means that next to being able to 
bring out a continuous stream, and wide variety, of cost-efficient high-quality products, companies 
have to become innovative, linking their abilities to develop and produce quickly with extensive 
customer knowledge and with the core competencies of the organisation. lnnovation is not limited 
to the introduetion of new products, it also includes novel approaches to accessing new markets, · 
setting up new organisations, designing new factories and offices, updating industrial relations and 
formulating new missions (Kumpe and Bolwijn, 1994). Most authors describe changes like these 
as an evolution, which would mean that new stages are to be expected. Perhaps the next stage will 
be the stage of the 'Responsible firm', which pursues cost-effective design and production of a 
wide range of customer-specified high quality and innovative products, but at the sametime aware 
of its role in society, preventing pollotion in the widest sense, offering a pleasant working 
environment etc. (de Weerd-Nederhof et al 1994). 

The above described changes in demands on industrial companies in general and on their 
new product development in particular, have made changes in the organisation and management 
of R&D and NPD necessary. A well known characterisation of different generations of R&D 
management that have evolved through the years is worked out by Rouseli et al (1991 ): At first, 
R&D management focused on creating the conditions for good R&D. By providing sufficient 
resources (financial, material. staffing), the management hoped that riew knowledge and 
technological opportunities would be developed. In this so-called 'first generation' R&D manage
ment R&D was treated as an overhead item and R&D budgets are set for each functional discipline 
insteadof budgets per activity or project. 'Second generation' R&D management manages the R&D 
process more systematically, cost and revenues now ha:ving to be quantified for each project, and 
monitoring progress against project objectives. However, at this stage, R&D projects are still 
managed individually, not as a portfolio, making it difficult to set priorities between projects. The 
next step, 'Third generation' R&D management, is characterised by an explicit strategie orientation. 
Other authors have introduced a fourth and even a fifth generation of R&D management. Rogers 
( 1996) characterises the five generations in terms of the assets to be managed: in the first generation, 
technology was the asset to be managed, the second' generation considered the project to be the 
managed asset, third generation R&D extended scope to the enterprise as the asset to be managed, 
and Miliers' fourth generation ( 1995) aims at the customer. In both third and fourth generat ion, 
customer satisfaction is the focus. The fifth generation proposed by Rogers, based on a.o. Senge 
(1990), Savage (1990) and Quinn (1992), has a new focus on customer success, providing a 
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progressive view of how to create a future together, and knowledge is the asset to be managed. In 
line with that, we believe that next generations R&D management should involve both the quality of 
the R&D function and the quality of the entire organisation to which R&D should make a 
contribut ion (Fisscher 1994 ). In our view, this would be characterised by a stronger emphasis 
( stronger than before) on the processes of research and development and a dynamic approach of 
management(De Weerd-Nederhof et al, 1995). 

It is our observation that in most R&D and NPD processes a lot of creativity is put into the 
development of new technologies or new products, teading to often surprising innovations, whereas 
at the sametime we notice sheer conservatism in designing organisational forms for R&D and NPD. 
In fact, R&D activities aimed at generating organisational configumtions hardly even occur, and if 
they do, almost never we observed real innovativeness or creativity, teading to generating new 
organisational configurations. Too often it is common use e.g. to rely on conventional, static matrix 
structures as a basis for the division of tasks, responsibilities and authorities, which wi 11 be kept the 
same during the whole projector even during several projects. We want to stress the importance of 
generating (new) organisational configurations simultaneously and interdependentlywith the devel
opment of new techno logies. This plea is basedon an observed increase in scale, e.g. in the range of 
(new) technologies available that necessitates multi-disciplinarityin the R&D and NPD processes, 
realised by ad-hoc teams and skunkworks, often organised outside the existing hierarchical structure 
(Kumpe & Bolwijn, 1994 ). The need for inter-functionalityin R&D and NPD a lso increases ánd we 
see a tendency to cross not only hierarchicalöarriers within the organisation but also organisational 
harriers (De Weerd-Ne.derhofet al, 1995). 

The viewpoints presented above are in line with for example Tushman and Nadler (1986), 
whostate that "The challenge for executives is to build congruent organisations both for today's 
work and tomorrow's innovation. Organisations need to have sufficient intemal diversity in 
strategies, structures, people and processes to facilitate different kinds of innovation and to enhance 
organisation leaming. ( ... ) innovation (:) doesn'tjust happen. Rather it is the calculated outcome of 
strategie management and visionary leadership that provide the people, structures, values and 
leaming opportunities to make it an organisational way of life." (Tushman and Nadler, 1986) 

1.3 Competitive advantage through fit between NPD elements and their internal and 
external context. 

Th is research is based on contingency and process models of organisation (Hulshof 1982, 
Krabbendam 1988, Boer 1990, Schuring 1997): which regard an organisation as a purposeful 
system of people and resources which, using multiple technologies, together perform certain 
'activities' or 'processes' to transform inputs into outputs. If the outputs of the organisation are 
considered useful by the environment, the latter îs prepared to pay for them, which enables the 

. organisation to fulfil its goals. The organisation is supposed to be effective (i.e. able to achieve the 
objectives set) if the constituent elements of the organisation are compatible with each other and 
with the organisations' environment (Boer and Krabbendam, 1990). Note that the design 
characteristics of these elements are not mutually independent, rather the relationships between 
the elements (and their context) will enhance possible negative or positive influences on 
performance. 

The need for internal and external compatibility or alignment (also referred to as 
consistency, coherence, congruence or fit) is mentioned in manufacturing strategy literature, a.o. 
by Ha yes and Wheelwright ( 1984 ). Draaijer ( 1993) however concludes that extant manufacturing 
strategy and contingency literatu{e as well as practical experience fail to provide sufficiently 
accurate answers regarding the conditions necessary for manufacturing systems to be effective, i.e. 
to be successful in the marketplace. His thesis explores the design characteristics and the fit with 
the internal and extemal context of manujacturing systems operating in different markets. Draaijer 
implicitly states that the performance ofthe overall production system (the company as a whole) 
also depends very much on the performance of the NPD system which delivers the input in terms 
of product (and process) design for the manufacturing system. Applied to the design of the NPD 
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function, the requirement of intemal and extemal fit means that it must be ensured that the design 
decisions regarding the NPD function and its links with the intra- and extra-organisational (task) 
environment are consistent, i.e. align properly, and contribute to the NPD strategy, the other 
functional strategies, and corporate strategy, from which the functional strategies ought to be 
derived (based on Skînner, 1985; Hayes & Wheelwright 1984). 

1.4 Research objective, design and method. 
The paragraphs above illustrate the importance of (re) designing NPD systems, both in 

terms of organisation and management, for industrial companies in order to face · new and 
changing demands frbm the intemal and extemal environment, now and in the future. Literature 
suggests that this (re )design should be aimed at creating and sustaining a fit with extemal demands 
and the competitive configurations in the market; and intemal alignment both in terms of fit with 
other functions in the company and co-aligningthe constituent elements and processes ofthe NPD 
system itself with each other. One of the conclusions from Brown & Eisenhardts' ( 1995) research 
into past research and present findings in product development literature is that "( ... ) exploring 
contingent models for the organisation of (product development) work is an important path for 

· future research". The final objective of our research is in line with that challenge: "To gain insight 
in the alignment of new product development (NPD) systems' elements with each other, with the 
internal organisation and the environment, related to NPD 's contributton to continuously meeting 
internal and external demands. " The research problem we want to address is formulated mainly 
from a companies' management point of view: "How to organise and manage new product 
development processes to continuously meet intemal and external demands?" Our central · 
research question derived from this is: "What are organisational design and management 
characteristics of the elements of NPD systems, the relationships between these elements, and 
their interactionsl/inks with the intra- and extra-organisational environment?" 

Exploring possible re/ationships between NPD and contextual elements which can 
enhance positive effects on performance is considered to be one of our most important objectives. 
furthermore, we want to remark that fit, alignment and consistency should not be interpreted as 
being static concepts. Citing Tushman and Nadler ( 1986): "Organisations cannot stand still .... 
Organisations can gain competitive advantage only by rnanaging effectively for today while 
simultaneously creating innovation for tomorrow. But (, ... ,) success often breeds stagnation; in 
dominant companies, the challenge is to rekindle the innovative spirit that led to past success." 
This is why we included the word continuously in the formulation of our final research objective 
and our research problem. 

In short, the research design is to describe and analyse the alignment between a number of 
NPD systems and their intemal and extemal context, as well as to assess their performance (in 
order to get a measure of how they contribute to meeting intemal and extemal demands), which 
leads to the following overall approach: 
1. develop framework and mapping tools for the description and analysis of cases 
2. in-depth case studies1 and 6 mini cases (description, analysis & feedback) 
3. explore relationships and intluences between different elements of the organisational design 

and performance ( compare cases) 
4. derive guidelines 

Step I will be elaborated upon in the remaioder of this article, whereas in the second part 
of this working paper ( to be written in the summer of 1997) we will report on our findings from 
the 6 mini cases which is a part of step 2. We already reported preliminary results of the 6 in
depth case studies in previous artiel es, copies of which are still available from the author (de 
Weercl-Nederhof & Boer, 1996; Bartholomew & De Weerd-Nederhof, 1997 (2 cases); Pacitti & de 
Weerd-Nederhof, 1997; de Weercl-Nederhof et al, 1997; Bemasco et al, 1997). We will report on 
steps 3 and 4 in our PhD thesis which should be ready in the first half of 1998. 

1 Note that we studied 6 different companies in-depth, in each company focusing on a particular sample 
project. 
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2. MODELLING NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 

2.1 Positioning R&D and NPD within Technology and Innovation management. 
Technology can be defined as the types and patterns of activity, equipment and material, and 

knowledge and experience used to perform transformations. Defined this way, technology is 
incorporated in the peop/e, means and processes (process technology) of the organisation (Boer 
and Krabbendam, 1991). Zeleny et al have a similar view: they consider technology to be a three 
part core of hardware, software and brainware (Zeleny et al, 1990).To some extent, this 
transformation technology can be put into writing/drawings, e.g. in handbooks, licences or patents. 
Technology can also be incorporated in the finished product, the so-called product technology, or, 
in an earlier development stage, in prototypes. 

According to the Task Force on the Management of Technology (1987), "( .. ) management 
of technology links engineering, science and management disciplines to address the planning, 
development and implementation of technological capabilities to shape and accomplish the 
strategie and operational objectives of an organisation ( ... )". ln our vision, technology 
management is aimed at R&D, product- and process-innovation, and diffusion. lt also means 
rnanaging external acquisition and external diffusion (between the organisation and its 
environment) and interface management (between the different organisational functions). 

Our vision on technology management as presented above, suggests that rnanaging 
technology always means rnanaging some kind of innovation process (be it in a broad sense). 
Perhaps the best way of pointing out the ditTerenee between i nnovation and technology is by using 
Freemans description of the (incremental) innovation process (1982): "the innovation process is 
the integration of existing technology and inventions to create a new or improved product, process 
or system". Here we can distinguish invention/discovery from technological development, the 
latter referring to the activities involved in putting inventions/discoveries to practical use. In this 
view, the criteria for success regarding technology are technica{: can it do the job, rather than 
commercial: can it do the job profitably. On the other hand, the criteria for success in innovation 
are commercial rather than technica! (Burgelman et al.l988). 

more less 
PRODUCT CHANGE 

more New Co re Next Gen. Addition to Derivati-
Product Product Product ves and 

Family Enhance-
ments 

PROCESS New Co re Break-
Process through 

CHANGE Next. Gen. Platform 
Process 

Single dept. Derivative 
Upgrade 

Ie ss Incremental 
Change 

Figure 2 Mapping different types of development projects. (Source: Wheelwright & Clark, 1992) 
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A distinction is oftert made between in eremental and radkal innovations. · lncremental 
innovations (from the perspective of the producing firm) involve the adaptation, refinement, 
and/or enhancement of existing product/service categories and/or production/delivery systems. 
Radical innovations, on the other hand, involve entirely new product/service categories and/or 
production/delivery systems. Wheelwright and Clark use the same distînction in mapping different 
types of development projects. They characterise the projects according to the degree of product 
innovation and process innovation (see figure 2). In their terminology, breakthroughs correspond 
with radical innovation whereas derivative projects have an incremental innovation character. 

Concluding it can he said that the innovation process includes identifying the market need 
or technology opportunity, adopting new technology or adapting existing technology that satisfies 
this need · or opportunity, inventing (when needed) and transferring · this technology by 
commercialisation or other institutional means (in order to he able to achieve all commercial 
criteria). Technology transfer, either between functions within the organisation or with extemal 
parties is one of the key issues in the innovation process. Indeed the innovation process is never 
complete without this step. Although researchers are often ambivalent about technology transfer 
activities, utilisation and commercialisation cannot take place without them (Jain and Triandis, 
1990). 

2.2 A contingency model of organisation and the Operations Strategy Framework applied to 
the NPD function. 

After having positioned R&D and NPD from a Technology Management and Innovation 
view point, we will now look at how to describe the NPD system in the organisation and its 
environment, using Organisation Theory and Contingency/Strategy literature. Organisation theory 
provides the basis for a first operationalisation of the requirement of intemal and extemal fit as 
mentioned above. This theory is mostly the result of research into the relationships between: 
• organisational · structure and technological complexity, variety/ analysability and 

interdependence (Woodward 1965; Perrow 1967; Thompson 1967); 
• environmental complexity and organisational integration and differentiation (Lawrence & 

Lorsch 1967); 
• environmental uncertainty and organisational structure (Galbraith 1973 & 1982); 
• organisational strategy, structure and process (Miles and Snow 1978). 
Together, these and many subsequent studies have resulted in the contingency and process roodels 
of organisation on which this research is based. We already stated that applied to the design of the 
NPD function, the requirement of intemal and extemal fit means that it must he ensured that the 
design decisions regarding the NPD function and its links with the intra- and extra-organisational 
(task) environment are consistent, i.e. align properly, and contribute to the NPD strategy, the other 
functional strategies, and corporate strategy, from which the functional strategies ought to be 
derived (based on Skinner, 1985; Hayes & Wheelwright 1984). 

The framework depicted in figure 3 illustrates the above. This framework, which is called 
the operations strategy framework, is basedon a similar model proposed by Hili (1995), which we 
adapted for our previous work on the design of organisations [Krabbendam 1988, Boer 1990, 
Draaijer 1993)] and c:ontingency theories of organisations, and then applied to the NPD function. 
The framework emphasises that: 
(1) NPD strategy is about making and implementing decisions about the design of the NPD 

function, within the overall organisation design of the company; i.e. including the linkages 
with other functions. This means setting performance criteria which are derived from 
company performance criteria, and designing the operational, management and support 
processes, the technologies (incorporated in people and resources) needed to performthese 
processes (last 5 columnsin figure 2), and the organisational arrangements needed to divide 
and co-ordinate the processes I the ensuing liaisons. 

(2) these decisions ought to align properly and must be examined in the light of their contribu
tion, in terms of capacity and capability, towards the NPD strategy, the other functional 
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strategies, and corporate strategy (first 3 columns in figure 2); in order to ensure that the 
NPD function contributes effectively to the company's desired performance in the market 
place (both now and in the future ). 

All this: 
(3) ought to be an ongoing process of planning and designing - imptementing - monitoring -

leaming - (re-)planning and (re-)designing- .... etcetera, which illustrates that designing the 
NPD function is a dynamic rather than a static activity. 

business opera ti ons 

corporate goal market 
quamymg ana company Nt'U Nt'U 1'\!t'U 1'\!t'U 

order winning performance performance process technology organisation 
and strategy strategy 

criteria criteria criteria design design design 

"' 

• goals • positioning • customer • company • operatio- •NPD • human- • structure 

ofthecom demands perfor- na/ effec- process ware • culturè 

• strategy pany in_ ___ 1··-
mlfiiiCi!-:::·> ···rtveness- - ,!.s.tr.ate..gic, • software 

themarket lan and d 
. adaptive- ··-..... .:: ......... _______ 

... · s1gn 
pi ace • strategie & opera- mplen1 .,îl'·n 

jlexibility tional \/ manage- • hard-
•linkages 

- .. Lt'~~ 1 monitor ment ware-·/ 
---processe 

.. --- with 
. ·-""-··-:··-···-····-~----~- •.... 

< .. =··-· - -··--w··---···~" other • support 
Junelions praeesse 

Figure 3 The Opérations Strategy Framework applied to the NPD function. 

Similar frameworks can be drawn up for other organisational functions such as· 
manufacturing, sales and service (hence the name Operations Strategy Framework, rather than 
NPD Strategy Framework). In the remainder of this paragraph we shall not discuss the whole 
framework. We concentrate on the last 4 columns ofthe framework: 
• the design of the NPD process(es), technology(/ies) and organisation (including the most 

important linkages withother relevant functions); 
• the contingency relationships between the elements of the NPD function, and between the 

NPD function and its intra-organisational and extra-organisational context (see figure 4); 
• the performance of the NPD function. 
Before going into more important issues from !i te rature conceming each of these 3 topics, we will 
present briefly an operationalisation of the contingency model of organisation, resulting in a 
visualisation of the elements of the NPD system and its context which we describe and analyse in 
our research ( see figure 4 ). 

2.3 Elements of the NPD system and its intra- and extra-organisational context. 
According to the organisational and operations management theories referred to above, 

important elements when consiclering the design of an organisational function are the goals 
pursued and the processes performed by that function, the technologies used to perform these 
processes and the organisational arrangements needed to divide and co-ordinate the (constituent 
activities ofthe) processes (see figure 3). Insection 3 we will uncover relevant characteristics of 
these elements, basedon a literature overview. 

Basically, the primary NPD process transforms perceived or anticipated customer 
demands, technological advancements and creative ideas into product (and process) designs. In 
addition to this so-called primary output, NPD processes often a lso deliver other valuable outputs, 
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which can be of a technica!, managerial or commercial nature and result e.g. in patents, new 
testing methods and publications (Kerssens- van Drongeten et al. 1996). 

Strategie, adaptive and operational management processes transfarm input-information on 
the NPD system (progress, casts, competencies etc.) and its context into measures required to 
buffer the primary processes from or adapt them to external influences (project portfolio, resource 
allocation, milestone decisions, project planning, etc.). 

Support or maintenance processes aim to provide other processes with technologies 
(incorporated in people and resources) neede.d for the organisation to be able to perfórm its 
processes, and rnaintaio these technologies. They transfarm input-information on the NPD system 
and its context into output in terms of training courses (bath technica] and social), hardware and 
software maintenance, library-services, knowledge databases, and the purchase of technologies 

· such as the ones referred to below. 

Suppliers 

Competitors 

Socio
Economie 

Cönditions 

Figure 4 The NPD function and its intra- and extra-organisational context 

Technology is the skills, knowledge and experience (humanware), systems, procedures 
and techniques (software), and tools, machinery and equipment (hardware) used to perfarm 
processes. Perhaps the most important NPD technologies are embedded in the humanware, the 
abilities ofthe NPD people. Examples ofNPD technology include Quality Function Deployment, 
Value Engineering, Computer Aided Design and Artificial Intelligence systems, but also specific 
testing equipment. Project management, Total Quality Management and Decision Support 
Systems are examples of managerial technologies. Training courses and Management 
Development Programmes can be support technologies. for NPD, but also Database systems. All 
these soft- and hardware technologies are taken tagether and labelled means (systems and tools) in 
figure 4 .. 

Organisational arrangements include forma! and informal, structural arrangements, 
including job design, unit grouping and horizontal and vertical linkages between (groups of) 
employees, and more cultural means for co-ordination and division of the constituent activities of 
the distinct processes such as leadership, role mapping, po.wer distribution, shared values and 
beliefs, attitudes and feelings, symbols, ceremonies and rituals. 

The context ofNPD functions is defined as all elements that exist outside the boundary of 
the NPD system and have the potential to affect all or part of the NPD system. The intra
organisational context camprises the other business functions (see also figure 1 ). Important 
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extra-organisational elements are the suppliers of goods, services, Iabour and knowledge on the 
input side, referring to the raw materials, human resources, technology and industry sectors 
(including competitors). The market sector has influences on both the input side (end-user, 
customer or market demands as perceived by the NPD function, perhaps through the marketing 
function) and the output si de (potential customers ). The financial resources sector a lso has 
influences on both the input and output side. For certain NPD functions distributors are important 
with regard to restrictions for the product design resulting from the way the products will be 
transported (constraints in terrus of size, shock proofness etc.). Furthermore, for NPD also the 
socio-cultural, economie conditions and govemment sectors can be of major importance, e.g. in 
terrus oflegislation and regulations on product liability and safety, environmental issues etc. 

3. IMPORTANT ISSUES FROM LITERATURE: CHARACTERISTICS OF NPD ELEMENTS, 
CONTEXT AND PERFORMANCE 

3.1 The New Product Developmeut system: elements -and characteristics. 
Our research design is to describe and analyse the fit between a number of NPD systems 

and their internatand extemal context, as wellas to assess their performance (to get a measure of 
how they contribute to meeting intemal and extemal demands). In order to be able to do this, 
knowing the relevant elements of the NPD system as described above is not enough: for 
description and analysis we need to know which characteristics of these elements are important. 
We have explored Product Development/R&D Management, Innovation and Organisation 
(contingency) literature for such an operationalisation of our model, and we wiJl present our 
findings below. Each section ends with an indication of what we want to describe and analyse for 
our research. We address explicitly the characteristics of the elements, whereas the relationships 
between the elements will be dealt with more implicitly by giving examples and referring to 
( inter)dependencies. 

Note that, in order to do justice to the dynamic character of the process model, both 
system-technical and social-dynamic aspects should be taken into account when characterising 
NPD èlements. Fisscher (1994) introduces these two viewpoints in his inaugural speech by stating 
that the tendency when solving quality problems, is to take system-technical measures such as 
changing structures; tightening control; introducing new systems and procedures such as ISO 9000 
etc. whereas for real Total Quality management to come to effect, it is important to pay attention 
to social-dynamic aspects such as motivation and commitment; shared values and situational 
leadership. You will find examples of system-technical and social-dynamic aspects of NPD 
elements' characteristics throughout the text. 

3 .1.1 NPD goals and strategv 
Our descriptive model is based on contingency and process models of organisation 

regarding an organisation as a purposefut system of people and resources which, using multiple 
technologies, together perform certain 'activities' or 'processes' to transform inputs into outputs. 
If the outputs of the organisation are considered useful by the environment, the latter is prepared 
to pay for them, which enables the organisation to fulfil its goals. An organisational goal is a 
desired state of affairs that the organisation attempts to reach. Organisations usually have many 
goals, which can be in competition with each other. Goals are not fixed or given - they are value 
judgements: managers or dominant coalitions decide upon goals (Daft, 1989; Boer and 
Krabbendam, 1993). Goals represent the reason for an organisation's existence, which Newman 
(1973) formulates as follows: " ... the organisation ... has two basic objectives - one is what it is 
for, the other is to achieve what enables it to continue. One may be regarcled as objective, the other 
prerequisite or constraint ... . One, what the organisation is for, might be called the output 
objective, the other, which is to do with the organisation's continuing ability to meet the output 
objective, might be called the capacity objective". Daft also makes a distinction between two types 
of goals: official goals, with the purpose of gaining legitimacy for the organisation, and operative 
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goals which designate the ends sought through the actual operating procedures of the organisation 
arid explain what the organisation is actually trying to do. These operative goals, if well-defined, 
can be used to measure effectiveness or performance. 

A strategy can be seen as a plan for interacting with the competitive environment to 
aéhîeve organisationál goals. Daft (1989) considers product development to be one of the generic 
strategies to help organisations achieve goals like profitability and market share. In the first 
section of this paper we have illustrated that New Product Development indeed does and will 
continue to play a significant role in gaining competitive advantage which is one of the 'capacity 
objectives' needed to meet 'output objectives' such as making profit or continuity. The first 
column of the Operations Strategy Framework in tigure 3 shows that corporate goals and strategy 
are the starting points for the design of the NPD system, the contingency relations with its context 
and the NPD performance criteria (taking into account qualifying and order winning criteria and 
overall company petformanee criteria). Because NPD nowadays is recognised to play such a 
prominent part in achieving overall company goals, it is very important that in the corporate 
strategy clear (operative) NPD goals are defiped and/or that a clear NPD strategy is derived from 
the corporate strategy. Clark and Wheelwright mention 3 critica! forces driving development in 
the 90's: (i) intense international competition; (ii) fragmented, demanding markets and (iii) 
diverse and rapidly changing technologies. From these forces they derive development 
imperatives (see table I). Many companies nowadays in their strategies and business plans 
formulate goals, objectives and targets related tothese imperatives. 

_B~quir~~_f~J??bili!ï _____ .::....Dnc...:·v..:..:..::ing Force 
1. Fast and Responsive Intense competition; changing 

customer expectations; acealerating 
technological change 

2. High Development Productivity 

3. Products with Distinction and 
lntegrity 

Exploding product variety, 
sophisticated discerning customers; 
technica\ diversity · 

Demanding customers; crowded 
markets; intense competition 

lmplications 
· Shorter development cycles; better 
targeted produels 

Leverage trom critica! resources; 
increased number of development 
projects per engineer 

Creativity combined with total product 
quality; customers integrated with 
truly cross-functional development 
process 

Table l. The Development Imperatives (Source: Clark and Wheelwright, 1993) 

In termsof deriving explicit NPD strategies from overall strategy, an increasing number 
of authors point at the importance of portfolio's (Roussel et al, 1993; Cooper et al, 1997 etc.; see 
also our sub paragraph on strategie NPD management below) or aggregate project plans 
(Wheelwright and Clark, 1992), and of .linking project management elements to development 
strategy, as illustrates tigure 5. This means that it is important to .define goals at different levels 
(Multi-level Goal setting; see also the paragraph on NPD management processes below). For our 
research we distinguish the strategie level and the operational level, and we look for goals that 
are defined on both organisational (speed, productivity, strategie alliances, ... ) and technological 
·issues (product quality, manufacturability, technology leadership, ... ), see also our so-called 
performance profile in table 7, paragraph 3.3. At the intermediale adaptive level goals have to be 
defined, derived from the strategie goals, for the changing of the structure of the system or its 
environment. This adaptive level seems to be of an increasing importance, as for example 
Eisenhardt and Tabrizi · ( 1995) state: "In recent years, fast adaptation has become a pivotal, 
strategie competence for many organisations" (e.g. Eisenhardt, 1989; Stalk and Hout, 1990). For 
all three levels we inquire whether specific NPD goals have been formulated, and if so, what are 
these goals (e.g. what is their nature: qualilalive or quantitative; short/long term etc.). We also 
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want to know how the achievement of these goals is monitored and measured, and whether and 
how the goals are communicated to the people involvedin the NPD process (do they know what 
the goals are?). 

Project Strategy 
1-'roJect ljOntext 
Knowledge Base 
Company Views & 
Procedures 

Project Focus 
Scope and Context 
Complexity 

Pre-Project Plans 
Phases & Objectives 
Performance Measures 
Incentives 

Project Execution 

Project Team 
CO!llPOSition 
Organisation 

Project management 
==::::::- Reviews & Evaluation 

Decision Making 
Tools 

Problem Solving 
lnformation Gatharing 
Conflict Resolution 
Functionallntegrity 

Project f 
Performance ;(/ 

Lead Times 
People Resources 
Project Cost 
Project Effectiveness 

Development Strategy Context 

Figure 5. Integrating and linking project management elements to development strategy. (Source: 
Clark & Wheelwright, 1993) 

3.1.2 NPD primary processes: inputs/outputs, activities, phases and initiation 
Following the principles of the contingency model of organisation as described in the 

farmer paragraph, the NPD process can be seen as a set of activities which transfarm elient orders, 
market demands and technological advancements (inputs) into product and process designs 
(outputs). New product development can be primarily seen as information transformation, the 
~nput primarily consists of information which will be partially new, coming from outside the 
company, but the largest part wiJl probably be already available·within the company, stared in the 
minds of people, archives, procedures, equipment etc. Several authors (e.g. Clark and 
Wheelwright, 1993; Kerssens-van Drongeten et al, 1996) have visualised NPD pröjects and 
activities as a funnel with different stages, referring to gradual uncertainty reduction by means of 
new acquired information from outside the company, and knowledge from the organisational 
knowledge base. Next to the search for, and acquisition of, new information and knowledge, the 
creative workof learning and transforming these inputs into new meaningful outputs, takes place 
in the funnel, including the evaluation and application of information and knowledge. NPD 
projects and activities are expected to deliver, at least, the intended primary NPD output: a proven 
product/process design, a working prototype and a written product introduetion plan etc. Next to 
that, NPD projects and activities often also deliver other valuable outputs, ranging from new 
information about characteristics of materials or components, techniques that failed or succeeded 
to deliver the intended output etc. up to information on how (not) to communieale with people 
from manufacturing or marketing, usability of a planning tooi or the information that customer X 
is willing to participate in future field tests. Thus the nature of these outputs can be technica], 
managerial, marketing etc. Those pieces of information that are expected to be relevant in the 
future should be sifted and recorded (Kerssens-van Drongelen et al, 1996). 

Opening up the 'black box' of the NPD process implies understanding what is happening 
inside in order to be able to design an organisation and management concept that fits the 
characteristics of the process. Thus we need to look more closely at the NPD actlvities themselves. 
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NPD activities have been characterised as pulses (Gilbreath, 1988; de Weerd-Nederhof et al. 1994; 
Verganti, 1994): they have explicit objectives, which have to be redefined each time new NPD 
activities have to be undertaken, they are temporary and unique and they are linked by reciprocal 
interdependencies. Their structural characteristics radically differ from activities · such as 
manufacturing, logïstics, customer order administration, which in most cases can be classified as 
flow processes, having implicit objectives, being more permanent, repetitive and standardised and 
linked by sequentia! interdependencies. Inside the black box of the NPD process, the pulse-like 
NPD activities are mostly carried out within projects, since in most companies that is perceived as 
being the best way to manage these almast unmanageable activities (de Weerd-Nederhof et al., 
1994). The difference between pulse and flow activities is not as black-and-white as we portrayed 
above: it is probably better to speak of a continuurn in which, in terms of figure 2, breakthrough 
(or even more so: basic research) projects have the most pulse-activities, where uncertainty about 
product and process change for instanee is high, and the derivative projects on the other end 
consist of much more flow like activities. Also, manufacturing processes can have a number of 
pulse-like activities (e.g. in job shop situations). 

The pulse-character makes it difficult to map NPD activities, but usually an almast stabie 
sequence of steps in the project planning can be recognised. This stabie sequence is a kind of 
meta- process: the repetitive process that generateseach unique NPD activity. Unlike pulses, the 
meta-processcan be engineered. lt includes definition ofthe NPD project scope, the activities (e.g. 
through a Work Breakdown Structure), the roles (e.g. through a Linear Matrix), and of the 
schedule (e.g. through PERTor Gantt techniques) ofthe NPD activities (de Weerd-Nederhof et al. 
1994). Examples of recurring 'steps' are design-build-test cycles which we find in electro
technical and mechanica) industry, and of course the phases which usually are distinguished in 
NPD procedures. Two examples of generic mode Is for phases of product development are: (Clark 
& Wheelwright, 1993) Concept Development - Product Planning - Detailed Design and 
Development (Phase I and Il) - Commercial Preparation - Market Introduction; and (Stage-Gate 
Process (Cooper, 1986)) Idea Stage - Preliminary Investigation - Detailed Investigation (Build 
Business Case)- Development- Testing & Validation., Full Production & Market Launch. There 
are many more of these mode is, and, Iike the two examplés, they usually have a lot in common. A 
study of 58 case histories obtained from industrial product firms (Cooper, 1983), analysing their 
NPD process flow charts aimed at uncovering what actually occurs during the new product 
process, revealed no two projects following the identical process (not even projects within the 
same firm). 7 distinct types of processes were identified: Market Oriented; Design Dominated; 
Balanced, Complete; Front-End Dominated; Minimum; Launeb with Prototype; Prototype 
Dominated. The Balanced, Completeprocess appeared to yield the best results. Operationally, this 
means (Cooper, 1983): 

· 1. The process should involve a wide variety of tasks and activities, and not be red u eed to two or 
three dominant stages. • 

2. Key activities such as screening, market research, customer trials and market launeb should not 
be forgotten in the process. 

3. A reasanabie balance between market oriented and technicai/production activities should be 
stiuck. No one side _should dominateat the expense ofthe other. 

As to the issue of initiating NPD projects, a distinction can for example be made between 
so-called market pull and technology push, usually there is a combination of botli, ideally based 
on a sound New Product Portfolio. Ultimately all NPD projects are aimed at satisfying customer 
needs but it depends very much on the type of industry and product how much is known about 
customer demands and specifications at the start ofNPD projects. For our research we first of all 
want to knowhowand by whom NPD projects I activities are initiated. We also describe the 
phases thdt can be distinguished, andthe actual NPD activities carried out per phase, as wel/ as 
the input/output jlows of information (sometimes also goods, e.g. in case of prototypes). 
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3.1.3 NPD management processes at the strategie, adaptive and operationallevel 
Management .is concerned with the design and implementation of the NPD system and 

faces important decisions regarding the goals to be pursued, the accompanying design 
characteristics of the NPD system and the required environmental setting (Draaijer, 1993). De 

· Leeuw categorises these decisions into 3 groups, namely strategie, adaptive and operational 
(1982). The following description of these three,decision categoriesis basedon Draaijer (1993). 
Strategie management refers to the goals of the system under consideration and concerns 
decisions regarding the activities to be performed, the market/customers to be served etc. (strategy 
formulation) .. The number of possible strategie alternatives is limited both by competition, 
suppliers, specific environmental· demands, technological advances and available management 
techniques on the one hand, and capabilities and improvements of the overall production system 
on the other. Adaptation refers to the changing of the structure of the system or its environment 
(de Leeuw, 1982). Internal adaptation is concerned with measures aimed at changing the structure 
of the system, whereas external adaptation is aimed at influencing the structure of the 
environment. Adaptation is, to a large degree, dependent on the goals set during the strategie 
decision stage and on the initia! state of the production system (strategy implementation). Internat 
operational control refers to measures which leave the structure of the system and its goals 
unchanged. External operational/routine control is oriented towards influencing the environment 
without influencing the structure of the relevant task-environment (de Leeuw, 1982). By using 
these three management levels we do not mean to imply that there should be three hierarchical 
levels within the NPD function. Rather it means that there are issues, within the NPD function, 
that need actions with either a strategie, adaptive or operational impact. Below we will again 
elaborate upon each of the three management levels, more specifically in terms of NPD 
management, and issues that are relevant for our research. 

Strategie NPD management: New Product Portfolio management 
Strategie management is part ofthe governance process2

, and is probably the single most 
important responsibility of top managers. Strategy formulation includes the activities that lead to 

the establishment of a firm's overall goals and mission and the development of a specific strategie 
plan (Daft, 1989). In linking overall corporate strategy to NPD (see also the Operations strategy 
Framework in figure 3), portfolio management and the prioritisation of new projects is a critica! 
management task, it is about resource allocation3 to achieve corporate new product objectives 
(Cooper et al. 1997). Intheir new book Portfolio Management for New Products' (1997) Cooper, 
Edgett and Kleinschmidts' define portfolio management as follows: (page 5) "Portfolio management 
is a dynamic decision process, whereby a business's list of active new product (and R&D) projects is 
constantly up-dated and revised. In this process, new projects are evaluated, selected and prioritised; existing 
projects may be accelerated, killed or de-prioritised; and resources are allocated and re-allocated tot he active 
projects. The portfolio decision process is characterised by uncertain and changing information, dynamic 

•opportunities, multiple goals and strategie considerations, interdependence among projects and multiple 
decision-makers and locations. The portfolio decîsion process encompasses or overlaps a number of 
decision-making processes within the business, including periodic reviews of the total portfolio of all 
projects (looking at all projects holistically, and against each other), making Go/Kill decisions on individual 
projects on an on-going basis, and developing a new product strategy for the business, complete with 
strategie resource allocation decisions." They also summarise a number of requirements for ideal 
portfolio methods (see table 2), and, after an overview of many different portfolio methods 
(clustered according to 3 high level or macro goals they encountered in the firms studied: 

2 Governance is the means through which an organization is directed, controlled and regulated. The forma) 
hierarchy in organizations focuses the responsibility for governance on executives at the top ofthe hierarchy. 
Thesetop managers are responsible for governance decisions that define the goals, strategy, and well-being 
ofthe corporation (Daft, 1989). 

3 Note that processes of resource allocation occur at all three management levels (see also the paragraph on 
operational management). 
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Maximisation of Value; Balance and Strategie Direction), 14 key issues that managers must 
address in developing portfolio management approaches (see also table 2). The book is concluded 
with useful chapters on 'managing your product portfolio' and 'making your portfolio work for 
you'. 

The actual process of strategie management and portfolio management is not the subject 
of our research, which focuses more on organising and rnanaging the primary NPD processes: the 
projects. Even though World Class companies are now going beyond project excellence to 
portfolio excellence (Deck, 1996), we think it is still very worthwhile to search for better 
guidelines for improving the NPD primary process. In support of this, Cooper ( 1996) states: 
"First, before moving beyond stage-gate, perhaps you should ask yourself the question: do you 
really have your current new product process up and running effectively? My best guess is that 
about 40% of the firms which have tried to împlement a systematic new product process have not 
done an effective job here." However, we do realise that NPD procedures should enable the 
addressing of issues that run across projects (Deck, 1996), and we will elaborate further on that in 
our paragraph on organisational arrangements below. 

Requirements for an Effecuve Portfolio Management 
Process 
1. Corporate goals, ob]ectives and strategies must 

be the basis tor new product (or R&D) portfolio 
selection 

2. Senior management is the driver of strategy and 
hence must be closely involved in new product 
(or R&D) project selection decisions. 

3. Better communication and understanding must 
exist between senior corporate management and 
R&D management 

4. Portfolio methods must mesh with the decision 
framewerk of the business 

5. Portfolio methods should be used for information 
display only, and not yield an optimisation 
decision. 

6. The selection method employed must 
accommodate change and the interaction of 
goals and players. 

7. The portfolio selection method must 
accommodate decision-making at different levels 
in the organisation. 

8. Risk must be accommodated by the selection 
technique. 

Challenges in Designing an Effective Portfolio 
Mana ement Process 
1. What is the main your portfolio management 

model? 
2. Does the model allow you to maximise the value of the 

portfolio against some öbjective(s)? 
3. Does the model permit you to seek the right balance of 

projects? 
4. Is the model very closely tied to your business 

strategy? · 
5. How will the inlegration between gate decisions and 

portfolio decisions be handled? 
6. Is the model com~istent with the quality of information 

available? 
7. How firm are resource commitments, once a project is 

designated a 'Go' in the portfolio? 
8. How will you handle projects that are put on hold? 
9. Is it necessary to have prioritised or rank ordered lists 

of projects at all? 
10. What types of projects will be considered in the 

portfolio model? Do you cernpare all projects 
competing for resources against all others or only 
cernpare similar types of projects? 

11. Wh at is the right role for the portfolio model: to 
facilitate and/or display information for managers? Or 
to be a decision model? 

12. How do you avoid information overload? 
13. How do you gather and present the required 

intermation and data needed? 
14. How do you deal with the problems that the financial 

analysis creates (e.g. unreliable forecasts, implied 
accuracy, cannibalisation, terminal values) 

Table 2. Requirements for an 'ideal' portfolio management method and Key issues to address 
when developing portfolio management approaches. (Source: Cooper et al. 1997.) 

For our research we will inquire whether and how corporale strategy is translated to 
NPD strategy e.g. by means of a portfolio (what is the content of the portfolio?); how and by 

. whom this portfolio is managed, imd again how the portfolio is communicated to the people 
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involved in the NPD process. The latter is important since thorough portfolio management may 
decrease the professional autonomy of the NPD workers which may have negative impact on their 
performance (see also the paragraph below on people). Literature concerning professional 
autonomy of R&D workers suggests however that their strategie autonomy can be limited 
providing that (i) they are given enougn operational autonomy; (ii) the strategy formulation 
processis supported by the contributions rendered by the professionals from their specialist point 
of view and (iii) the formulated strategy is clearly defined and communicated to all (de Leede and 
Fisscher, 1994; Bailyn, 1985). Fisschers' R&D Management Matrix (table 3) indicating system
technical and social-dynamical aspects on both the strategie and operational management level 
illustrates this too. 

R&D MANAGEMENT ORGANISE 

System-technical SGcial-dynamical 

CONTROL Operational • Division of tasks, responsibility 
• Communicationand consultàion & authorities 

• Composing project teams • Motivation and cammilment 

• Phasing and structuring projects • Team building 

• Using planning methods and 
reporting structures 

Strategie • Posîtioning R&D inside the comp(lny 
• Strategie choices: 
•Which envirorment. markets? • Shared values and standards 
•Which emphasis as regards • Dynamicdecisionmaking 

content? 
•etc. 
• Long-range planning (e.g. budgeting) 
• Determining strategiealliances 

Table 3. R&D Management Matrix (Source: Fisscher, 1991; de Weerd-Nederhof et al, 1995). 

Adaptation: learning and improving in NPD; rnanaging change 
Adaptation may be seen as a process of strategy implementation. Daft (1995) defines 

strategy implementation as: " ... the use of managerial and organisational tools to direct and 
allocate resources to accomplish strategie objectives. It is the administration and execution of the 
strategie plan. The conceptsof organisation design are especially relevant for implementation. The 
direction and allocation of resources are accomplished with the tools of organisation structure, 
control systems, culture, technology and human resources." Most of what we describe under this 
heading is what Schuring ( 1997) calls Active Changing (see also the first subsection of our 
paragraph on support processes and on organisational arrangements). 

According to Tushman and Nadler (1986), intheshort to medium term, when the strategy 
fits environmental conditions and the four major components to any organisation (tasks, people, 
structure and culture) are designed and managed so that they fit well together and match the basic 
requirements of the strategy, organisational effectiveness is greatest. Since the fit is never total, 
part of management's job is tQ initiate incremental changes to more fine-tune the organisation. 
Incremental change is relatively easy to implement and builds increasing consistency among 
strategy, structure, people and processes. An internat momenturn (increased organisational 
stability) wiJl emerge which is profoundly functional as long as the organisation's strategy is 
appropriate. Tushman and Nadler give astrong warning that when a new strategy is called for, this 
momenturn can cut the other way: then, theorganisational historycan become an obstacle to alert 
problem solving and learning. In line with many other authors, they state that the most innovative 
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organisation are effective leaming systems: sensitivity to extemal opportunities and intemal 
possibilities provides the stimulus for organisational leaming and sustained (thus: Jonger term) 
innovation (Tushman and Nadler, 1986). Eisenhardt and Tabrizi (1995) distinguish roughly two 
farms of adaptation: punctuated equilibrium, which eentres on large, infrequent, structural 
changes to achleve adaptation on the one hand, and adaptation through smal!, frequent shifts in 
how firms compete in the marketplace. According to them, product innovation is a primary way in 
which this alternative form of adaptation can happen. For many organisations, creating new 
products is a central path by which they adapt and sametimes even transfarm themselves in 
changing environments. In addition to this, we have stressed the importance of generating (new) 
organisational configurations simultaneousy and interdependently with the. dèvelopment of new 
technologies (de Weerd-Nederhofet al., 1995), in other words: the importance for the NPD system to 
adapt itself continuously by learning and changing I improving. 

Tosome extent, organisations tend tothink that learning in NPD will occur naturally. Clark 
and Wheelwright( 1993) state that, of course, some of it wiJl: individual NPD workers routinely leam 
how to use new methods and tools, and will add to their repertoire of problem solutions when they 
encounter and solve new problems in their work. this 'leaming by doing' usually is limited to 
individual or sametimes group leaming, but, because the development process is so complex and 
involves so many different people in different groups, and because the issues cut across groups, 
departments, functions, and organisations, organisational learning is likely to require careful, 
systematic effort. Table 4 lists five categories of critica! events in development projects, which, 
according to Clark and Wheelwright, should be the focus of leaming. In addition to that, they state 
that in order to capture the leaming available from individual development projects, attention must 
be focused on specific subareas: procedures, tools/methods, process, structure and principles; and 
opportunities for change must be identified and pursued. These types of changes to capture leaming 
are a lso summarised in tab Je 4. 

_f_9!_eg_<:>~~~PG:Q!Lcal events i_!!_development pr~j_ec_t_s _____ I--C--'ap'-t_tu_r-'ing learning from developmentprojects 
1. Recurring problems linked to critical performance • Procedures • Changing the specific, 

dimensions detailed sequence of 
activitiesor rules that 

2. Cru ei al individu al activitiesltasksand associated 
capabilities 

3. Working-levellinkages (e.g. engineering-manufacturing 

4. Design-build-testcycles 

• T ools/Methods 

• Process 

• Structure 

5. Processas for making decisions and allocating resources • Principles 

developers follow 
• Teaching engineers and 

de velopers new skilis in 
using specific tools and 
methods 

• Changing the broad 
sequence of activities 
and phases that 
structure development 

• Changing the tormal 
organisation, the locus 
of responsibility,and the 
geographiclocation of 
developmentactivities 

• Adding to the set of 
ideas and values used 
to guide decisions in 
development 

Table 4. The focus of leaming (left) and types of changes to capture leaming (right). (Source: Clark 
and Wheelwright, 1993) 

In literature nowadays, two ways of rnanaging change receive attention: Business Process 
Redesign (BPR) and Continuous Improvement(CI). ÇI, an incremental approach, may be considered 
a natura I way of working for effective leaming systems, whereas BPR can be useful in organisations 
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where the internat momenturn is very strong while the strategy it fits with is not appropriate 
anymore: then more radical change processes may be needed, as is illustrated by the following 
citation: "Continuous impravement is exactly the right idea if you are the world leader ... it is 
probably a disastrous idea if you are far behind in the world standard ... we need quanturn leap 
impravement We cannot be satisfied to lay out a plan that will move us towards the existing world 
standard oversome protracted period of time .. if we accept such a plan we will never be world 
leader" (ALCOA' s chairman Paul 0 'Neill cited by Johansson et al ( 1993) ). The implementation of 
these two approaches in NPD, which have proven quite .useful in manufacturing situations, is 
ho wever not an easy task. Below we summarise the findingsof two authors who have considered the 
suitability of BPR and Cl for purposive change of NPD: Verganti (1994) and Caffyn (1996), 
respectively. 

The main concept of BPR is that process innovation must be radical and based on 
breakthroughs. This requires a concentrated intervention, with explicit objectives, resulting in a 
rapid and intense drive. In applying BPR to NPD processes, two aspects may lead to ineffective 
adoption: first of all, BPR requires processes to be stable, in order to develop a model and a map 
of the process and to redefine responsibilities and roles. Since NPD processes have a pulse-like 
character, they cannot be considered to be entirely stable: their logica] structures, roles and 
organisation have unique, temporary features and may not arise in the same form in future 
processes. The main concept to evereome these shortcomings is to look for the stabie elements of 
the NPD process in terms of activities, roles, core competencies and meta-process (see our 
paragraph on NPD primary processes). Secondly, BPR allows medium-range objectives to be 
easily managed, whereas long-range performances are hardly dealt with. This is another problem 
which can not be neglected, because NPD is the core of innovation activities in a company. This 
issue wil! have been partially dealt with when analysing the core competencies of NPD. In 
addition it is recommended to design a structured control system into the NPD process, providing 
both the long term vision and the continuons improvements that should follow any radical 
intervention (Verganti, 1994 ). 

Cl can be de:f:ined as "a company-wide process of focused and continuous incremental 
innovation"( Bessant et al, 1994). Caftyn reports on a workshop examining the application of Cl 
beyond the manufacturing function, addressing the issues of key differences between 
implementing Cl on the shop floor and applying it to the process of NPD; the inhibitors and 
facilitators; and the practical steps to be taken to generate Cl within the NPD process: "Most of 
the main differences between implementing Cl in NPD compared to manufacturing relate to the 
more intangible nature of the NPD process and the difficulty of identitying appropriate measures. 
Participants identified obstacles to the implementation of Cl within NPD which stem from the 
development processitself and from the reaction ofthe people involved. The group specified only 
three factors within the NPD area that could be mobilised to support Cl, all of which re late to the 
persennel involved in the process. The practical steps they suggested for generating Cl in this area 
fall into four categories: tactics for introducing Cl (look for small, easy to get successes, avoiding 
early failure); ways of motivating and winning over NPD staff to the idea of Cl (increase 
onderstanding of the whole business); mechanisms to enable Cl within NPD (such as customer
supplier concepts) and changes to the structurè of the NPD process (incl. rapid closed-loop 
feedback systems) which would make it more conducive to Cl and leaming" (Caftyn, 1996). 

lt may be clear that adaptation processes in NPD will be difficult to describe because of 
their complexity and comprehensiveness. For our research we first of all want to identity how 
(using which 'tools ') and by whom strategy is implemented. Forthermore we wil! try to reveal 
whether and if so how systematic (organisational) learning takes place, and we wil/ describe the 
nature (incremental, radical or a combination; one-time only or continuous) and scope 
(department, NPD process, whole organisation) of change and improvement processes in NPD. 
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Operational NPD management: project management. 
Nowadays, most NPD activities are carried out in some sort of project. Project 

management has become a key activity in most industrial organisations and across many 
industries. In their artiele 'Toward a typological theory of project management', Shenhar and Dvir 
{19g6) în tbe theoretïcal background-paragràph give a short overview of how project management 
has evolved -through history: "Managing a modern project means much more than planning the 
sequentia! and interrelated set of activities. Bringing a project to its successful end requires an 
integration of numerous management functions such as controlling, directing, team building, 
communication and many others, and it requires cost and schedule management, risk 
management, life-cycle management, conflict and stakeholders management, and again, many 
more. Many of these requirements have promoted in recent years additional developments in 
project management tools for budgeting, monitoring, risk control and contiguration control." In 
the same article, the authors note that project management texts and handhooks often focus on the 
universa! set of project activities such as organising, planning, controlling and monitoring, and 
they wam that in spite of that existing universa! line of-thought, real projects often exhibit 
extensive differences, which can outweigh their similarities. They propose a comprehensive model 
of project taxanornies and a theoretica! typology which may help capture the diversity of today's 
projects and can be used as a basis for additional development of theory. Their model has two 
dimensions: reducing technologica/ uncertainty ( distinguish low-tech, medium-tech, high-tech 
and super hightech) and rnanaging resources, administration, and co-ordination (system scope: 
distinguish assembly, system and array projects). 

In genera!, project management should at least concern the control of Time, Money, 
Quality, In formation and Organisation (Wijnen et al 1988). Several authors discuss more 
specifically the peculiarities of rnanaging R&D/NPD. For example, in bis book 'R&D 
Management. Managing Projects & New Products', next to a number of more strategie issues such 
as product strategy and project selection, Bergen ( 1990) discusses the following topics considered 
important for operational project management in R&D and NPD: budgets and accounts; 
uncertainty, risk and decision; project planning; the R&D production intertàce and relationships 
(see also our Context paragraph); contracts; organisation and control; communication and 
structure; motivating project teams; creativity in R&D; idea generation. 

In terms of budgeting, the cost of NPD projects usually eau be roughly divided as follows: 
cost ofpeople (man-hours); cost oftesting and building prototypes (materials, machine hours, man 
hours etc.); investment cost (adjusted or new tooling and machines). Not all companies actually 
allocate all these cost to the project: some companies only budget so-called out of pocket costs 
si nee they consider e.g. salaries of people a given; others only allocate man hours of development 
engineers working full-time on the project plus the hours in the test lab and hours needed for the 
development of specific tooling, whereas the hours spent by team memhers representing purchase, 
manufacturing, marketing, quality, logistics are not included in the budget. Some companies 
budget all costs directly and indirectly related to the new product development including 
production start up. Whatever the budgeting metbod may be, it is always very important to realise 
which costs are associated with the project (per phase). Most firms now realise (and research has 
shown!) that spending more time (and money, since in,a lot of industries man hours are the major 
cost factor in NPD) in early phases of product development can save substantial cost of redesign, 
lengthy production start up and high levels of spoilage etc. in later stages ofthe new product's life 
cycle. 

Next to financial resources, projects need material resources for testing and prototype 
building, and, most importantly, human resources. Not only is it important to have enough money, 
material, testing equipment and people, but also the quality ofthe resources is very important, and 
the allot:E!iC!'!_~~o[_[.fi~Q}!":_C:es is therefore an important management issue (at all 3 levels!). The 
composition ofthe project team, for example has a great influence on the proper functioning ofthe 
teamand thus on the outcome ofthe project (de Leede and Fisscher, 1994). 
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. Verganti (1997) discusses the dilemma between feed- forward and feed-back planning 
which most companies face when developing new products: "Managing product innovation in an 
integrated perspective entails to effectively handle ( ... ) reciprocal interdependencies between new 
solutions designed in the early phases (in particular during concept generation and project 
planning) and constraints/opportunities arising in the later phases of the product life cycle. Th is is 
a complex task, since downstream information is not completely known when developing a new 
solution. In fact, on the one hand novelty of the product and on the other hand the continuous 
changes in the market, technological, competitive and regtilatory environments, together with the 
company's strategy, create new constraints and new opportunities that are unlikely to be predicted 
at the outset of a project." Verganti's study starts from the hypothesis that neither feecl-forward 
nor feed-back planning may be considered to be a best practice in absolute terms, rather, different 
combinations and balance between feecl-forward and feed-back planning may be effectively 
adopted to integrate the product development process. Four of these approachesare distinguished: 
the detailed approach ("highly anticipative"); the selective approach ("anticipating in the early 
phases only general and selected decisions, so that 1iownstream phases have the maximum degree 
of freedom to seize any unexpected opportunity", the comprehensive approach ("combining the 
two approaches above"), and the postponers ("small-size companies that are not anticipative, 
either in detailed or selective terms"). The results of his study imply that "( ... ) managers have to 
choose a proper level of balance between feecl-forward and feed-back planning. ( ... ) the elements 
that intluence the suitability and effectiveness of a given approach ( ... ) belong to two groups of 
variables: context conditions (which induce uncertainty, cost and time of late corrections and 
qualîty loss) and inlegration capabilities (both anticipative and reactive)". Context conditions are 
for example rapidity, novelty and innovation strategy, external and internat product complexity, 
process complexity and multi-project strategies; anticipative integration capabilities include 
systemic Jearning, team working and communication, planned flexibility etc., and reactive 
integration capabilities mentioned are: delegation and communication, leadership and focus, 
over)apped.development process, modular product architecture etc. 

For the control of Time, Money, Quality, Information and Organisation, the processes of 
reviewingandmonitoring NPD project progre.~sanq (intermediate) results arevery Îl11J>Ortant, arid 
~ilie~mUesiciue~irljhe NfQ.prp~ëdure usually pla)'an importantpartin this. Coopers' sUi"gë-Gate 
Process (1986, see also our paragraph on örganfsàtionáLi.rrangements) is a good bas.is for such a 
procedure, proposing five stages, each preeerled by a gate: a Go/Kill decision point, ( ... ) where 
management meets to decide on the merits of the project, and whether or not it should receive 
funding or resources for the next stage. These decision-makers or 'gatekeepers' are usually the 
senior managers in the BU, especially at Gate 3 (development) and onward, where resource 
commitments increase". The gates should not only be where day-to-day Go/Kill decisions are 
made, but they also can he an important facet of the total Portfolio Management Process as 
described in the paragraph on strategie NPD management above, by consirlering portfolio balance 
and strategie alignment (Cooper et al, 1997). In essence, this means that checklists and scoring 
models at gates must include strategie criteria (so-called Must Meetor Should Meet criteria), and 
at gate meetings the impact of the (current state of the) project on the total portfolio should he 
considèred. 

Closely related to the issues of reviewing and monitoring NPD projects, is performance 
measurement for the purpose of controL Kerssens-van Drongelen and Bilderbeek (1996) recognise 
that "Feasibility and progress data together, can support learning and decision· making about e.g. 
project termination or changes in project conditions or plans. These data should also he combined 
with data concerning external developments and internal conditions to assess team performance, 
that is: to judge which part of a deterioration between realisation and plan is attributive to the 
team. The resulting 'team performance measures' can serve as a basis for decision makingabout 
team rewards, changes in team constitution, etc., but also as a tooi for empowered teams to. help 
them improve team performance or to show credibility to superiors." Meyer (1994) in his artiele 
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'How the right measures help teams excel' suggests four guiding principles for overhauling 
performance measurement systems to maximise the effectiveness of teams: 
1. The overarching purpose of a measurement system should be to help a team, rather than top 

managers, gauge its progress. 
2. A tru1y empowered team must play the lead role in designingits own measurement system. 
3. Because a team is responsible for a value-delivery process that cuts across several functions 

( ... ), it must create measures to track that process. Note that " teams still need to use some 
traditional measures, like one that tracks receivables, to eosure that functional and team results 
are achieved. Functional excellence is a prerequisite for team excellence." 

4. A team should adopt only a handful ofmeasures. 
It should be clear that operational NPD management is not solely the task and 

responsibility of the project manager: senior management's involvement with and corporate 
commitment to new product development is one of the five blocks of variables mentioned by 
Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1995) on which the campany's overall new product performance 
depends, and one of the success factors here includes: "ease of access to senior management in 
case of difficulties or for major new product decisions". Nevertheless, undoubtedly the project 
manager plays a crucial role in the operational management of NPD · projects, and the art of 
leading"' NPD projects receives a lot of attention in literature. Clark and Wheelwright ( 1993) 
distinguish between Light- and Heavyweight5 project managers. They summarise a variety of 
roles and responsibilities which project managers take on in a project manager profile: span ofco
ordination responsibilities; durations of responsibilities; responsibility for specs, cost, -layout, 
components; working level contact with engineers; direct contact with customers; 
multilinguallmultidiscipline skills; role in conflict resolution; marketing imagination/concept 
champion; influence in engineering, marketing, manufacturing. For lightweight project managers 
these would be limited; for heavyweights extensive. Note that "how much of a heavyweight 
(versus) lightweight project manager role occurs on a specitïc project is determined by how 
extensive a role the project manager takes in each of these areas". They also illustrate five roles 
for a heavyweight project manager: 
• Direct Market Interpreter: provide for the team a direct interpretation of the market and 

customer needs; 
• Multilingual Translator: being fluent in the language of all different functions and making sure 

the translation and communication going on among the functions are done effectively; 
• 'Direct' Engineering Manager: orchestrating, directing and co-ordinating the various 

engineering subfunctions; 
• Program Manager 'in motion': out of the office conducting face-to-face sessions, and 

highlighting andresolving potential conflictsas soon as possible 
• Concept Infuser: guardian of the concept (not only reacting and responding to the interests of 

others, but also seeing that the choices made are consistent and in harmony with the basic 
concept) 

(Clark and Wheelwright, 1993). It may be clear that leading project teams is not only about 
rnanaging the actual tasks the group must perform, defining these tasks and how and when they 
have to be done etcetera, but also and perhaps even mainly .about rnanaging people in terms of 
motivating; stimulating creativity and imaginative power; team building and conflict management 
(de Weercl-Nederhof et al, 1994; deLeede and Fisscher, 1994). 
For our research we will first of all characterise the NPD projects (e.g. in terms of reducing 
technological uncertainty and system scope), and then describe how and by whom the project 

4 We willlimit ourselves here to discussing responsibilities and roles of project managers. Leadership styles 
wil! be addressed in our paragraph on people. 

5 These types of project managers are related to different types of multifunctional teams which will be 
discussed in our paragraph on organizational arrangements. 
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management activities of budgeting, resource allocation, ·planning, reviewing (monitoring), 
performance measurement, and teading projects are carried out. 

3.1.4 NPD Support Processes: human resource managementand knowledge management 
We have deiined support processes or maintenance processes as aiming to provide other 

processes with technologies (incorporated in people and resources) needed for the organisation to 
be able to perfarm its processes, and rnaintaio these technologies. This is based on Milier and Rice 
( 1967), who state that "Maintenance activities praeure and replenish the resources that produce 
operating activities. Thus not only the purchase, maintenance, and overhaul of machinery, but also 
the recruitment, induction, training and motivation of employees come under this heading". 
Schuring (1997) claims that maintaining people and resourcescan be considered as a special form 
of active changing (what we called adaptation); aimed at continuing activities as usual. Although 
we agree with this view, and we also realise that for example training and performance appraisal 
can be used for active changing as well as maintaining current activities, we chose to describe 
adaptation and support processes separately, using the 'as usual' criterion as a way of 
distinguishing between the two (see also our paragraph on adaptation). Below we wil! discuss 
human resource management and knowledge management as two clusters of support processes we 
consider important for NPD. 

Human Resource Management 
In line with de Leede and Fisscher (1994) we consider the following sopport processes to 

be important in human resource management in NPD: selection and introduetion of new NPD 
workers; training and career development; performance appraisal and reward systems. In the 
more detailed discussion below we will summarise and cite from the articles by Brugman and de 
Leede and Fisscher, as publisbed in the course book on Managing the R&D process, edited by de 
Weercl-Nederhof et al (1994), complemented by some remarksof our own inthelast subsectión. 

An important aspect of selection is the analysis of the need for new staff, guided by the 
roles to be fulfilled within the various teams, "as the campany's pool of NPD workers should 
possess the right mix of personality traits, team skills, knowledge and expertise" (de Leede and 
Fisscher, 1994 ), which should occur both on the strategie and the adaptation level. For the 
selection process itself, interviews are often used even though literature indicates that they are of 
limited value for instanee at differentiating between good and exceptional researchers (Badawy, 
1988). It is considered important to involve the current NPD workers in the selection, both in 
terms of formulating the profile of the new corners and of meeting the candidates, and after 
selection the actual introduetion of new NPD workers into the company and the group should be 
regardedas a socialisation process. "New R&D (and NPD) employees need to acquire the customs 
and rules of the organisation, which concerns leaming the language of the NPD department and 
the company as a whole" (de Leede and Fisscher, 1994 ), thus invalving more than scientific 
terminology, and including the ability to justify and explain their own projects/activities to general 
managementand other departments (manufacturing, marketing, purchasing). 

"The professional development of R&D (and NPD) workers is very important to these 
individuals. The opportunities that an organisation can create for such a development are diverse: 
offering challenging projects, stimulating and financing training programmes, enabling employees 
to go to conferences and become members of professional associations, and so on.( ... ) Better than 
anyone else, professionals know what expertise and skilis they should acquire, and it will also 
motivate them ifthey are free (within limits) to choose the courses they want to take. On the other 
hand, the expertise available within the organisation should be managed properly, so that the 
organisation can keep up with changing demands, also for future projects. Thus, this is another 
area where it is important that management formulates clear objectives on the basis of which the 
professionals are·given a fair degree of freedom to develop themselves." (de Leede and Fisscher, 
1994). Brugman (1994) approaches (individual) competence development from the perspeelive of 
organisation design, because the organisation of work affects the opportunities to gain experiences 
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and to learn. He proposes to view career management as an additional instrument for intluencing 
competence development, "making it a more powerfut instrument because it is integrated with 
business strategy and structure". He also suggests to not only focus on internal job mobility in 
career management practice. "Changing the learning context by providing different assignments 
wïthin a Job is at least as powerful ( ... )" Furthermore, Brugman distinguishes between career 
management schemes primarily designed to guide an employee through a particular job ladder 
(predefined sequence of jobs) and those that are designed towards the development of individual 

. competencies without ha ving a particular job ladder in mind. Although usually aspects of both are 
incorporated, he states that it is important to be aware of the primary aim of concrete management 
se hem es. 

According to de Leede and Fisscher (1994), "Reward systems should be appropriate to the 
needs ofthe researchers and technicians within the R&D (and NPD) environment. Th is means that 
financial rewards alone are absolutely insufficient. A good financial reward is not a satisfjer, 
although a poor remuneration is a dissatisfier. In such ( ... ) high risk environment(s), it is also 
important not to reward the results achieved, but the efforts made." They discuss the 'dualladder' 
instrument (see for example Allen and Katz, 1986), in which besides the normal career path in line 
management, researchers can also have a career within their own discipline, which increases their 
promotion prospects. A warning is given however, that the dualladder, "or variations including a 
thirdstream, ( ... ) can only functlon as such if there is some kind of culture of recognition and 
appreciation of technica!, professional achievements within the company." On the subject of 
appraisal systems, de Leede and Fisscher state that "the first requirement for the assessment of 
efforts and achievements is clear task setting. In addition, the appraisal should contain a wide 
range of criteria, partly because the results should not only apply to the short term. Depending on 
the type of research, a long term perspective is very important. However, it is still extremely 
difficult to measure and assess (R&D and NPD) achievements ( ... ) that is why the major part of 
the assessment should concentrate on the efforts made." 

We would like to complement the above with some remarksof our own. First of all, when 
we speak of training we do not limit ourselves to developing technica! skills, developing social 
and organisational, administrative skilis should be equally important. Secondly, the NPD process 
is often carried out by multi-functional or at least multi-disciplinary teams, therefore, one should 
not only describe and analyse the human resource management of the NPD workers, but also of 
the other team memhers and staff involved in NPD (including line management!). For instance, a 
team memher representing manufacturing or purebase may be in a different career management 
and appraisal system, which can intluence his or her behaviour in the team. It is important to find 
out whether individual reward and appraisal contlicts with, or rather enhances NPD performance. 
Thirdly and lastly, companies may or may not have reward and appraisal systems for team 
performance, and these should be described and analysed too. Feldman ( 1996) conducted a survey 
on the compensation of new product professionals: "Despite the benefits of using cross-functional 
teams, compensation programs typically do not reward team efforts. Less than 20% of the 
respondents who served on such teams reported that any portion of their compensation was 
directly attributable to their team effort. In most cases, the new product professional' s 
performance is evaluated by a functional manager rather than the team leader or project leader. In 
place of financial rewards for contributions to a team effort, companies often use non-financial 
rewards such as plagues, hoping to minimise the effect ofpossible errors injudging performance." 

Knowledge management 
Nowadays, many authors discuss issues ofknowledge management. Nonaka and Takeuchi 

(1995) for instanee claim that "Japanese companies have been successful because of their skilis 
and expertise at 'organisational knowledge creation' ( ... )" They point to the two dimensions of 
knowledge creation: tacit and explicit knowledge, based on Polanyi (1966). "Explicit or codified 
knowledge refers to knowledge that is transmittable in forma!, systematic language. On the other 
hand, tacit knowledge has a personal quality, which makes it hard to formalise and communicate". 
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Nonaka and Takeuchi also argue that while new knowledge is developed by individuals, 
organisations play a critica! role in articulating and amplifying that knowledge (Nonaka, 1994 ). 
Tagether with Kerssens-van Drongelen, we have developed a comprehensive descriptive model of 
R&D knowledge management, which we think may very well be used for NPD, encompassing 
both knowledge creation and articulation and amplification ofknowledge (see figure 6). We claim 
that knowledge management is first of all aimed at improving what might be called knowledge 
push, the knowledge handling activities of sifting (potential) knowledge from many pieces of 
internalised information, storing this knowledge, opening it up and conveying it to a user. 
Knowledge is stored in what we call the organisations knowledge base, which can consist of many 
media (sources), to be grouped in four categories: brainware, hardware, groupware and 
docurrientware. Knowledge management as a support process should try to limit the energy spent 
on information which in the end turns out to be 'one time use' only and minimise toss of 
knowledge, as wel! as improving the accessibility ofthe knowledge base, thereby saving time and 
money and improving quality, which brings us to the second objective ofknowledge management: 
improving what m ight be called the knowledge pull activities depicted in the upper part of figure 6 
(Kerssens-van Drongeten et al, 1996). Knowledge pull activities usually are carried out explicitly 
or implicitly as part ofthe primary process. Whereas for example storing explicit knowledge in a 
database can be clearly recognised as a support process, the other knowledge push activities 
maybe much more difficult to identify, since they are often also integrated into the primary and 
management processes, and especially tacit knowledge is very hard to grasp. 
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Figure 6. Knowledge accumulation and dissemination activities in the R&D process. (Source: 
Kerssens-van Drongelen et al, 1996.) 
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For our research we want to describe how (using which systems and too/s) and by whom 
selection and introduction, trainingkareer development and performance appraisa/ and reward 
actlvities (individual and teams; financial and non-financial) are carried out for both NPD 
workers and all other memhers of NPD teams. Furthermore, we wil/ inquire whether and how 
knowledge activities take pi ace, bath in terms ofknowledge pull (search and acquisition of new 
information; evaluation and application of knowledge and new injormation; search and 
acquisition of knowledge) and knowledge push or knowledge handling actlvities (siftirig, storing, 
opening up and conveying knowledge). For all these activities it is important to find out whether 
they happen as an inlegral part ofthe NPD primary process, or as separate support activities (e.g. 
building and maintaining a corporate knowledge database). · 

3 .1.5 NPD People 
NPD is a 'people's business': they perform the processes.with or without systems or tools 

to help them; they carry out, regulate and support the NPD activities. Boer (1990), in his 
operationalisation of the contingency and process model of organisation, distinguishes 3 basic 
types ofwhat he calls 'individual attributes': "Aspects such as knowledge, skilis and intelligence, 
refer to the intellectual or cognitive capabilities of people. ( ... ) Human behaviour is closely related 
to factors such as attitude, personality, values and personal objectives. ( ... ) Finally, position refers 
tot the responsibility and power base of( ... ) people ". Boer (in line with e.g. Krabbendam, 1988) 
claims that characteristics such as knowledge and ski/Is, responsibility and power, are rejlected in 
forma! hierarchical position, job description, job grade, age, and education and training. -We 
have chosen to describe more: both the system-technical and social-dynamical characteristics of 
people listed in table 5. Distinguishing these two sets of characteristics is in line with Newman 
(1973) who states that "the set of relationships between the person and the features of the work 
situation is (thus) one of duality. On the one hand there is the set of relationships with the 
organisationally-required features, relationships which should be ones of knowledge as to what 
those features are, based on their adequate definition and communication to the person. on the 
other hand there is the purely personaf set of relationships, determined by who the particular 
person is, affected by all the other factors in that person' s state, factors other than those to do with 
the work itself. The personality, the skills, intelligence, state of mind, and the cultural pressures 
and pressures resulting form memhership of other organisations that the one of which the work 
being considered is a part, are all factors affecting this other set of relationships." Newman 
visualises this as in tigure 7. 
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Figure 7 Organisation-relationships between people and work (Source: Newman, 1973) 
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In their hook on management of R&D organisations, with the appropriate subtitle: 
"Managing the Unmanageable",Jain and Trianclis (1990) state that "the most important element (of 
an R&D organisation) is creative people. They have the bright ideas and skilis to do research and 
then translate research results into useful products." According to the same authors, the kind of 
people whoare most Iike1y to succeed in a R&D organisation are those who are analytical, curious, 
independent, intellectual, introverted and who enjoy scientific and mathematical activities. Such 
people tend to be complex, flexible, selfsufficient, task oriented and tolerant of ambiguity, and have 
high needs for autonomy and change and a low need for deference. (Winchell, 1984). According to 
Jain and Trianclis ( 1990), "In summary, an effective scientist needs to be an individualist with 
internat standards, self-confidence and persistence, who works in the right organisational 
environment'. Pelz and Andrews (1966) carried out one of the first major studies to examine the 
relationship between a scientist's performance and the. organisation of his working environment. in 
figure 8 the table of contentsoftheir book 'Scientists in organisations' is presented, summarising 
their ma in findings. 

CONTENTS 

1. RESEARCHING THE SCIENTIST 
2. FREEDOM: Is co-ordination compatible with freedom? Best performance occurred when both were 

present. 
3. COMMUNICA TION: Effective scientists both sough and received more contact with colleagues. 
4. DIVERSITY: In both research and development, the more effective men undertook several specialities 

or technica! functions. 
5. DEDICA TION: Several simple questions showed that high-performing scientists and engineers were 

deeply involved in their work. 
6. MOTIV A TI ONS: Among various motives characterising high performers, an outstanding trait was self

reliance 
7. SA TISF ACTION: Effective scientists reported good opportunities for professional growth and higher 

status but were not necessarily satisfied. 
8. SIMILARITY: Colleagues of high performance disagreed with them on strategy and approach but drew 

stimulation from similar sources. 
9. CREATIVITY: Creative ability enhanced performance on new projects with free communication but 

seemed to impair performance in less flexible situations 
10. AGE: performance peaked at midcareer, then dropped, but less among inner motivated scientists and 

those in development labs. 
11. AGE AND CLIMATE: As age increased, performance was sustained with periodic change in project, 

self-reliance, and interest both in breadth and depth. 
12. CO-ORDINA TION: In Ioosely co-ordinated settings the most autonomous individuals did poorly

perhaps because they were isolated from stimulation. 
13. GROUPS: Groups declined in performance after several years, but Iess ifthe memhers became cohesive 

and intellectually competitive. 

Figure 8 Table of contents of Scientists in organisations. Positive Climates for research and 
Development:(Pelz and Andrews, 1966, pages xi and xii). 

Note that Pelz and Andrews looked at both R&D and NPD workers. Even though their 
research was carried out between 1956 and 1965, a lot of their observations and conclusions are still 
valid as is illustrated by more recent publications such as 'Managing professional people. 
Onderstanding Creative Performance' (Shapero, 1985) and 'R&D workers. Managing innovation in 
Britain, Germany, Japan and the US'(Shapira, 1995) and the already mentioned hook by Jain and 
Triandis; which are all covering the same kind of issues. Table 5 in essence is a combination and 
integration of Boer's individual attributes, with Newman' s factors andthe main issues mentioned by 
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several authors on peculiarities of R&D/NPD workers (see the text above, tigure 7 and 8)6
. We 

added the characteristics of politica/ behaviour and leadership style. In many textbooks on 
organisation theory and design, power and politics are discussed as important factors in rnanaging 
dynamic processes. Since NPD is such a dynamic process, and the NPD team memhers we will 
describe wïll to a large extent be (operationally) rnanaging their own activities wethink it is very 
important to also describe for example their politica! tactics for using power. In his thesis on the 
organisation of integrated product development, Paashuis (1997) supports this line of thinking, 
statingthat this kind of managerial skilis (next to technica! and social knowledge and skills) are very 
important, because "col laboration and communication wiJl to a large extent be managed by the 
people themselves, rather than by their functional or project managers. Often functional or project 
managers wiJl be unable to control and monitor all the collaboration and communication involved 
because of the high complexity of networks and timing". 

In most textbooks and articles on R&D and NPD leadership style is mentioned. Our 
discussion on that topic below is taken from an earlier artiele we wrote tagether with Fisscher and 
Kerssens-van Drongeten (de Weercl-Nederhof et aL, 1995). Note that we aim to describe the 
leadership style of anyone involved in NPD supervising one or more people, so at least of bath the 
project managerand Iine managers involved! "Leadership is an important cluster of social-dynamical 
aspects as far as it is concemed with what may be the most important contribution expected of 
leadership: stimulating and motivating people. In line with Schein (1985) we stipulate leadership 
here as 'influencing culture (creating sets of shared values)'. Leadership in an R&D organisation is 
essentially a process of mutual influence between the supervisor and the employees (Jain and 
Triandis, 1990). Farris (1982) suggests four styles of leadership or supervision: Collaboration, 
Delegation, Domination and Abdication. Studies clearly indicate that the collaborative style, both in 
terms of setting schedules and in terms of informal organisation, is most conducive to higher 
performance in innovation. There are, however, situations in whichother styles of leadership and 
supervision have to be used {Situational Leadership, see e.g. Hersey, 1985). For example, when there 
are time constraints in making a decision there may not he sufficient time to seek extensive input 
from employees. Consequently, the collaborative style is not possible. Depending on the situation, 

. domination or delegation would be preferred altematives. There arealso situations in which an R&D 
manager Jacks the competence or ability to provide the necessary leadership. In those cases it is very 
common to use extensive delegation or abdication (Jain and Triandis, 1990). In R&D however, no 
leadership style, nat even collaboration, will be effective unless professional autonomy is assured. De 
Leede and Fisscher ( 1994) propose 'leadership as a shared function', where the leader is seen as a 
coach, thereby guaranteeing professional autonomy because the leadership is not so much hierarcbi
cal as basedon values shared by colleagues." 

For our research we will describe the following characteristics of all people involved in the NP D 
process (i.e. projectteam memhers and fine managers involved}: 

6 Note that we did not include an explicit creativitycharacteristic,even though it is, of course, "highly desirable" 
in R&D and NPD workers (Jain and Triandis, 1990),just as we did nottry to measure individual attributes such 
as.intelligenceor self confidence. The main reason for this is that this research is carried out first and foremost 
from an Organisation Theory viewpoint, which Daft ( 1995) calls "the sociology of organisations( ... ), focusing 
on the organisationallevel of analysis but with concern for groups and the environment.( ... ) Organisatlon 
Theory does considerthe behaviour of individuals, but in the aggregate:' Although we take a comprehensive, 
ho listic view and realise that we can not do justice to the peculiaritiesofNPD without including Organisation. 
Behaviour issues such as motivation, leadership style and tosome extent personality, the "psychology of 
organisations' (Daft, 1995) is not our primaryfocus. We hope to get suftkient indications forthelevel of 
creativity and intelligence etc. through for example our description ofpeople' s education and background 
(previous experiences)on the one hand and mptivation on the other. A lso, crèative and technologicalskills 
should be reflected in ,the output of the NPD process (e.g. product quality). 
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System-technical 
Job title 
Age, time with company and 
qualification (background 
(degrees), training, 
experience in this and 
previous jobs) 
Tasks, activities (incl.no.of 
teamslprojects) 
Authority, accountability 

Social-dynamical 
Mortvation 
Power 
(Feit) Responsibility 
Politica/ Behaviour 
Communication 

Leadership style 

Table 5. System-technical and Social-dynamical characteristics of people 

3.1.6 NPD Means: Systems and Tools 
In his discussion of the contingency and process model on which we also based our 

descriptive model, Boer (1990) states that 'The main resources used in the operating core of 
industrial organisations are the production means needed totransfarm inputs into outputs. ( ... ) the 
following dimensions of the production means can be distinguished: integration, flexibility, 
automation, complexity, regulation and expensiveness". He then explains the relationships of 
these characteristics with diversity, comprehensibility, predictability and interdependence of 
processes. If we want to draw the parallel to NPD we have some difficulties because usually there 
are no concrete machines used or available to transfarm the NPD input (e.g. specifications) into 
NPD output (e.g. product designs); unless we look at computers, drawing and test equipment and 
tools used to produce prototypes but then we can only grasp part of what is meant here. Chiesa, 
Coughlan and Vossintheir artiele on the development of a Technica! Innovation Audit (Chiesa et 
al, 1996; DTI 1994) mention the effective u se of appropriate systems and tools as one of the 
enabling processes for product development, and we think that the systems and tools used in their 
audit are a good equivalent for NPD to the production means in manufacturing. In this category 
they consider the following (DTI, 1994 ): 
• information systems to promote information exchange in support ofthe innovation process 
• systems such as CAD, CAD/CAM, CIM, product data management systems and process 

simulation (and: (how) are they used to accelerate product development and imprave design 
effectiveness) 

• computers used in other are(Js (e.g. sales, marketing, service) to capture and communicate 
information as a basis for innovation 

• techniques for product and process design (brainstorming; structured problem solving; quality 
function deployment; experimental design methods including Taguchi; statistica! process 
control; failure mode and effect analysis; rapid prototyping) 

• using tools such' as brainstorming widely to promote creativity and generate new ideas 
• use of forma! guidelines and protocols to promote cost effective design e.g. design for 

manufacture, design for test, design to cost 
• use ofquality assurance to eosure that customer requirements are identified and incorporated 

into products and processes 
• methods used to achieve high quality in products and processes 
• analysis and impravement of product development processes to achieve better quality, 

performance and cycle time7
• 

7 
Note that strictly speaking we would not include this last point as a system ortooi but rather describe it 

under the heading ofNPD adaptation. 
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Guided by these characteristics mentioned by Chiesa et al, for our research we want to list the 
systems and tools used in the primary, management an.d support NPD processes. We are also 
interested in experiences with, and (dis}advantages of, those systems and tools and their 
characteristics, for example in terms of user-friendliness etc. 

3.1.7 NPD Organisational Arrangements: structure and culture, teams, procedures and meetings 
Organisational arrangements are the more or less durable means the organisation uses to 

divide and co-ordinate the (constituent activities of the) distinct processes (Boer, 1990; 
Krabbendam 1988); thus encompassing both structure and culture, forma! and informal 
mechanisms. It is appropriate to cite Mintzberg ( 1979) bere: "the structure of an organisation can 
be defined simply as the sum total ofthe ways in which it divides its Iabour into distinct tasks and 
then achieves co-ordination among them" (p2). "Five co-ordinating mechanisms seem to explain 
the fundamental way in which organisations co-ordinale their work: mutual adjustment, direct 
supervision, standardisation of work processes, standardisation of work outputs, and 
standardisation of worker skills8

. These should be considered the most basic elementsof structure, 
the glue that holds organisations together" (p3). "These five co-ordinating mechanisms seem to 
fall into a rough order. As organisational work becomes more complicated, the favoured means of 
co-ordination seems to shift, from mutual adjustment to direct supervision to standardisation, 
preferably of work processes, otherwise of outputs or else of skills, finally reverting back to 
mutual adjustment" (p7). After descrihing the five basic parts of the organisation (strategie apex; 

· operating core, technostructure, support staff and middle line). Mintzberg then presents nine 
design parameters: "those forma! and semiformat means organisations use to divide and co-

. ordinate their work in order to establish stabie pattems of behaviour"(p66-67): 
•, Job specialisation 
• Behaviour formalisation 
• Training and indoctrination 
• Unit grouping 
• Unit size 
• Planning and control systems 
• Liaison devices 
• Vertical decentralisation 
• Horizontal decentralisation 

Since Mintzberg wrote primarily about the structuring of the organisation as a whole and 
in genera!, ifwe want to discuss NPD organisational arrangements more in detail weneed to draw 
upon NPD and R&D literature. Important organisational arrangements emerging from this 
literature are: NPD structure, teams /networks, procedures and meetings. First of all we would Iike 
to refer to Purdon ( 1996) who discusses 3 different ways of embedding the R&D/NPD function in 
the organisational structure: as a single standing function, providing technology focus but the 
business conneetion tends to he weak; within a business unit having high business relevanee but 
the effort is often short-range, low risk; and as crossjimctional, market segment teams forcing the 
right înteractions and dialogue for business impact. Purdon's conclusîon is that "achîevîng 
sustained R&D effectiveness requires leadership.to create an open system, aligning the three 
levels -researcher, market segment teams and business management- in common purpose", thus 
clearly preferring the cross-functional team structure. In fact, in practice nowadays most NPD 
projects are carried out by some sort of team, he it multi-disciplinary or multi-functional, forma! 
or informal, making the team one of the most important NPD organisational arrangements. 

Clark and Wheelwright (1993) distinguish 4 types öf development teams: "functional, 
were the work is completed in the function and co-ordinated by functional managers; lightweight, 
where a co-ordinator works through liaison representatives but has little influence over the work; 
heavyweight, were a strong leader exerts direct, inlegrating influence across all functions; and 

8 (Mintzberg notes:)" In part, this typology reflects the conclusions of Sirnon (1957), Marchand Sirnon 
(1958) and Galbraith (1973) 
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autonomous (tiger teams), where a heavyweîght team is removed from the function, dedicated toa 
single project and co-located". Specifically heavyweight teams, when managed effectively, are 
suggested to be able to indeed bring significant advantage of improved development, although one 
needs to be aware of possible problems wîth depth in technica! solutions and allocations of 
support resources, for example. By discussîng the heavyweight teams in more detail Clark and 
Wheelwright touch upon characteristics of teams which they found to be of importance and which 
we have included in table 6 such as: staffing (what we called composition): usually core (fulltime) 
team members can be distinguished and other dedicated team memhers (part-time or only partially 
full-time); (feit} responsibilities I accountabilities (of the team as a whole, but also the different 
'roles' team memhers have to carry out, balancing between functional and team hat); (co) location 
of team memhers ("physical co-location is often questioned ( ... ) we have seen it work both 
ways"). We have added duration (temporary or (semi-)permanent) and tasks of the team, and a 
number of social-dynamical aspects, such as power, politica/ behaviour of the team and culture. 
We also ask every team member who he considers to be his 'boss', since "perhaps the easiest way 
to distinguish a vertical form from an horizontal form in practice is to consicter where primary, 
full-time project contributors look for guidance, evaluation, and rewards. If they look to senior 
functional managers, then the dominant form is vertical; if to the team leader, then horizontal." 
(Clark and Wheelwright, 1993). 

In terms of culture as a social dynamica! characteristic of teams, we are specifically 
interested in whether a specific team culture has emerged and in what aspects the team culture 
differs from departmental cultures and other teams. Of course it is also very important to 
characterise the culture of the main departments involved in NPD as such: the firms internal 
culture and elimate for innovation is mentioned by Cooper and Kleinschmidt as one of the five 
elements (blocks of variables) on which a company's overall new product performance depends 
(Cooper and Kleinschmidt, 1995). Tidd et al (1997), in line with many other authors, state that 
"Culture is a complex concept but it basically equates to the pattem of shared values, beliefs and 
agreed norms which shape behaviour-in other words, it is 'the way we do things round bere' in 
any organisation. Schein (1984) suggests that culture can be understood in terms of three linked 
levels with the deepest and most inaccessible being what each individual believes about the world 
-the 'taken for granted assumptions'. These shape individual actions and the collective and 
socially negotiated version of these behaviours defines the dominant set of norms and values for 
the group. Finally behaviour in line with these norms creates a set of artefacts -structures, 
processes, symbols etc.- which reify and reinforce the pattern"(Tidd et al, 1997). Although it may 
be obvious that culture is difficult to grasp, Hofstede and his colleagues have developed a useful 
way of measuring organisational culture by distinguishing the following 6 dimensions (Hofstede 
et al, 1990): 
I. Process oriented vs. results oriented 
2. Employee oriented vs. job oriented 
3. Parochial vs. professional 
4. Open systems vs. closed system 
5. Loose control vs. tight control 
6. Normative vs. pragmatic 
Their multidimensional model of organisational culture does not support the notion that any 
position on one of the six dimensions in intrinsically 'good' or 'bad', nor have relationships with 
performance been made explicit (yet). Hofstede et al (1990) state that labelling positions on the 
dimensions scales as more or less desirabie is a matter of strategie choice, "'hich wiJl vary from 
one organisation to another. According to Tidd et al ( 1997), and in· line with many other authors, 
successful NPD requires a creative climate, involving systematic development of appropriate 
organisational structures, communication polkies and procedures, reward and recognition 
systems, training policy, accounting and measurement systems and deployment of strategy. Tidd 
et al (1997) also mention the emerging idea of 'intrapreneurship'- intèrnal entrepreneurship: "In 
an organisation with a supportive and innovative culture, individuals with bright ideas can 
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progress them with support and encouragement from the system". Jain and Trianclis (1990) base 
their ideas about desirabie organisational cultures for R&D laboratories largely on Pelz and 
Andrews (1966): "scientists and engineers were more effective when they experienced a 'creative 
tension' between sourees of stability or security on the one hand and sourees of disruption or 
challenge on the other." Pelz and Andrews emphasise balance between several extremes. Some 
examples of desirabie organisational culture as mentioned by Jain and Trianclis are: allow 
employees to have a sense of control; family spirit (use slogans, myths, war stories and have 
heroes that transruit the :values of the organisation); accept failure; stress a win/win orientation; 
develop a elimate of participation. 

Another co-ordination mechanism is the NPD procedur/. We already mentioned several 
times Coopers' Stage-Gate systems, which can be a very good basis for the formulation of a 
procedure. Clark and Wheelwright (1993) mention the 'Contract Book' which (fora heavy weight 
team) "contains detailed plans and objectives for the project including the time table, resource 
requirements, and product performance specifications. Often this twenty-five- to one-hundred
page document is signed by the six to eight core team memhers and senior management". 
Basically, we are interested in issues such as the kind and number of stages and gates (who (which 
functions) are involved in stages and at gates (division oftasks, responsibilities and authorities); 
what do checklists look like ); but also, and perhaps more important for co-ordination of activities, 
the sequence or ( allowed) parallellisation of the_ phases and the flexibility of the procedure. 

Alignment through communication, interaction, co-ordination andlor collaboration within 
the team and with actors outside the team and organisation is a very important aspect of NPD. 
Purdon (1996) for example discusses what he calls 'Right Interactions' , defined as "the following 
set of interactive processes that researchers should engage in: 
1. Continuously develop mastery of their field of science and technology. 
2. Nurture and evolve the core competencies essential to advancing the value-adding processof 

the business (e.g. the key manufacturing technologies) 
3. Know and understand emerging customer and end-user needs as the bases for creating new 

value." 
We will come back to the issue of alignment in our paragraph on NPD context, but when 
discussing organisational arrangements of course it is of major importance to describe the 
different ways employed by a team and in an organisation to align. One of the most used 
mechanisms is (team) meetings, but it is not easy to holdan effective meeting. In the hook 'Lets 
have a meeting', Rae (1994) discusses several types of meetings, mentions alternatives to group 
meetings and their (dis)advantages and useful issues such as timing factors and frequency. Kahn 
(1996) finds a positive correlation of meetings (and reports) with NPD performance, but" such a 
finding however, does not imply that managers should increase the number of meetings ( ... ) 
between departments for the sake of improving performance. Inslead it is prescribed that 
managers use interaction for establishing contact and familiarity between departments and then let 
collaboration drive the interaction process" (see also our paragraph on NPD context for more on 
alignment with functions/actors/parties outside the NPD function). 

For our research, we wiJl focus primarily on the description of the NPD structure 
(matrix, project, junctional) and culture, teams (light-lheavyweightlautonomous; multi-functional 
or multi-disciplinary; temporary or permanent), procedures (Stage-Gate; sequential/parallel; 
staticljlexible) and other organisational arrangements and meetings (formallinformal; jrequency, 
duration). Of course we will again describe these in terrus of both system technica\ and social
dynamical aspects. Specifically, for example, for teams the following characteristics will be 
described: . 

9 The NPD procedure often combines operational management, primary process and organisational 
arrangement issues! 
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_§ystem-tec_h_n_ic_a_l _____ ---=S:=o::-c_ia::-l_-d
7

y_n-=a_m_l_·c_a_l ___ _ 
Composition (representation Who 's the boss 
of .functions; full-time I part- Power 
time membership; size) Politica/ Behaviour 
Duration Culture (differences withjunctiona/ 
Tasks departments, other teams) 
Accountabilities 
Location 

Table 6, System-technical and social-dynamical characteristics of organisational arrangements. 

3.2 NPD Intra- and extra-organisational context: elements, characteristics and alignment. 
One of the starting points for this research is the notion that alignment with the intra-and 

extra-organisational context is very important for NPD effectiveness, especially in terms of fit 
with firm competencies and fit with market needs (see also our paragraph on NPD performance). 
Many studies on for example integration as a key factor in product (and process) devèlopment 
(e.g. Emmanuelides (1993); Paashuis (1997), Carlsson (1996), Kahn and McDonough (1997)) 
confirm this notion. Figure 4 gives examples of relevant contextual elements; thereby roughly 
distinguishing between intra-organisational context-elements such as marketing and 
manufacturing, quality, purchase and logistics; and extra-organisational context-elements: for 
example customers and suppliers, competitors, but also research institutes, environmental pressure 
groups and legislative bodies. Note that the first step in descrihing and analysing context-elements 
should always he the identification of relevant elements, which can be different for each company 
and for each particular NPD project. This can be done in an effective way by examining input
output relationships of the primary, management and support processes; thus taking an 'inside
out' approach (de Weerd-Nederhof et al, 1994) in the sense that at least the main characteristics of 
NPD processes have to he described first before one is able to describe the context. It is important 
to use the elements mentioned in figure 4 only as a guidance to uncover the actual contextual 
elements that are relevant: the list is not at all exhaustive, and neither is the terminology used 
universa)! 

For our research we will distinguish between the characteristics of the contextua/ element as 
such and the characteristics of the alignment with the contextual e/ements. First of all, 
contingency theories have identified characteristics of (extra-organisational) contextual elements 
such as diversity, complexity, stability and hosti lity (e.g. Mintzberg, 1979) that influence the 
organisation. Specifically for NPD, investigations into determinants of new product success (e.g. 
Cooper 1979 and 1995, also citing a.o. Rothwell (et al) on Project SAPPHO (1972, 1974), and 
Montoya-Weiss and Calantone (1994), resp.) mention variables and factors such as the following, 
concerning characteristics of (extra-) contextual elements: industry maturity; business cycle; 
government role; market potential/size; market competitiveness ( degree and nature of competition; 
dominant competitor). We believe that next to identi:fying these kind of characteristics for the 
relevant context-elements, for NPD the dynamics of the alignment, the way of aligning with each 
of the elements is very important, and we pay a lot of attention to the description of these 
interactions. The same studies on determinants of new product success as mentioned above 
(Cooper 1979 and 1995) also list variables and factors pointing at a/ignment with intra-and extra
organisational context: extensive customer-producer interfacing; better internal and externa/ . 
communication; better co-ordination of R&D, marketing, . production; technologica/ and 
marketing synergy; internal/external re/ations. In the two paragraphs below we will discuss a 
number of contextual elements, some oftheir characteristics, and the need for, and possible ways 
of aligning with, the NPD system. 

In summary, for our research we did not choose to describe and characterise every element in 
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the intra- and extra-organisational context in detail. Following an inside-out approach (NPD 
system first, context next) it is possible to identify the relevant contextual elements through the 
examination of input-output relationships of the R&D processes (primary, management and 
support). Aft er an identification of relevant contextual elements and a brief characterisation (e.g. 

.·/ocation of marketing; type of manufacturing process; number of and dependency on customers 
and suppliersj, for each contextual element the following key questions are asked: 
-What kind of alignment is necessary? 
-How does alignment take place? (through which inlegration mechanisms?j 
~Is the alignment satisfactory? 
-Are there any bottlenecks? 
-Have there been any contextual changes recently; ij so, what have been their effects? 

3 .2.1 Intra-organisational context: cross-functional integration. 
We have already mentioned examples of intra-organisational context-elements several 

times in the text above, and we referred to tigure 4. Many studies report on Manufacturing and 
Marketing interfaces with R&D, Engineering or product design, but also Purchase, Quality and 
Logistics are mentioned. Important notions are for instanee that commercial success is a function 
of several factors, many of which Jie outside the range of the development team, but Marketing 
has an important role to play here (bath in terms of providing the right specifications and carrying 
out an effective market introduetion process); an& that Manufacturing, at best, can ensure that a 
product's design and operating characteristics meet standards that were developed and articulated 
during the product development stage (Emmanuelides, 1993). Specific characteristics of these 
elements that are distinguished are usually closely related to communication and interaction 
issues, such as co-location (Kahn and McDonough, 1997) and information-processing capacity 
(Emmanuelides, 1993). Kahn and McDonough found for example that co-location had the greatest 
impact on the R&D- marketing relationship. Characteristics of the manufacturing system can have 
an influence on NPD. Draaijer ( 1993) uses a morphology to describe these characteristics, in 
which e.g. the number of and variety within processes and the flexibility of manufacturing 
equipment are captured. Paashuis ( 1997) found that indeed the variety and complexity of (product 
and) process technologies are of influence on NPD organisation. The use of tools such as QFD 
(upstream, mainly R&D-Marketing interface) and Concurrent Engineering, Design for 
Manufacturing and Assembly (more downstream) etc. is also reported to be beneficia! for the 
alignment with NPD context and should certainly bedoeurnenled in our description. 

Although each interface between NPD and one of its contextual elements is important in 
itself, we want to stress that "Outstanding development requires effective action from all of the 
major functions in the business, it ( ... ) requires integration across the functions. Furthermore, if 
new.products and processes are to be developed rapidly and efficiently, the firm must develop the 
capability to achieve integration across the functions in a timely and effective way" (Clark and 
Wheelwright, 1993). Thus, NPD has to be seen as an essential part of the production chain (see 
figure 1 ); it is "typically a collective achievement, nat an individual activity. No single individual 
(function) can master the diverse knowledge which is required in today's demanding environment 
in order to effectively and efficiently conceptualise, design, produce, and market new products.( ... ) 
the problem that arises is one of integration: how to apply specialised expertise and yet achieve a 
co-ordinated effort. ( ... ) All product development projects are characterised by high levels of 
reciprocal interdependence between parties that participate in, are interested in, or are affected by 
product design decisions." (Emmanuelides, 1993 ). So, there is enough evidence of the need for 
integration, but how is it achieved, and, for a descriptive model even more important, how can it 
be defined. Kahn took a closer look at the concept of integration in NPD and found at least 3 
different 'schools' of literature: the first one emphasising the use of communication in the farm of 
meetings and information flows betwèen departments (interaction); another portraying integration 
as collaboration, where departments work collectively under camman goals, and the third group 
of literature implying a multi-dimensional perspeelive of integration. He proposes to define 
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integration as "a multidimensional process that subsumes interaction and collaboration", where 
interaction represents the structural nature of cross-functional activities and collaboration the 
unstructured, affective nature (Kahn, 1996; Kahn and McDonough, 1997). The model of 
interdepartmental integration resulting from this definition is pictured in tigure 9. Citing from 
Kahn~s conclusîons: "Based on the empirica! findings of this study, collaboration represents a 
major factor for success in product development and product management. ( ... )Top management 
should consider programs that encourage departments to achieve goals collectively, have mutual 
understanding, work informally together, ascribe to the same vision, and share ideas/resources. 
With specific regards to interaction, empirica! findings find that most interaction activities do not 
promate successful product development performance or successful product management 
performance. However certain elements da appear to positively correlate with performance, 
mostly meetings and exchanging reports. Such a finding however does not imply that managers 
should increase the number of meetings and I or the flow of reports ( ... )."(Kahn, 1996) 

Interaction 

• Meetings 
• Comminees 
• Telephone Calls 
• Electrooie Mail 
• Standard Forms 

I • Memoranda and Reports 
• Fax 

i 

Collaboration 

• Collective Goals 
• Mutual Onderstanding 
• In forma! Activity 
• Shared Resources 
• Common Vision 
• "Esprit de Corps" 

lnterdepartmental1ntegration 

Figure 9. Interaction and collaboration. (Source: Kahn, 1996) 

Paashuis' definition is in line with Kahn, but his terminology fits a bit bettertoa process 
model of organisations, si nee he speaks ·of interfimctional collaboration and communication 
(linteraction). He considers co-ordination and process overlap to be the measurable outcomes of 
integrated pröduct development. Paashuis distinguishes 3 types of integration mechanisms: 
integration by strategies and goals, integration by knowledge and skilis (technica!, social and 
managerial), and integration by organisation (mutual adjustment, direct supervision, 
standardisation) (Paashuis, 1997). 

3.2.2 Extra-organisational context: networking and constraints 
One of the advantages of a process view of NPD, is that it allows to examine the NPD 

process and function across organisational barriers. Recognising a trend towards more and more 
collaboration in NPD, Tidd et al ( 1997) mention the following reasans for collaboration: 
• reduce cost oftechnological development or marketentry 
• reduce risk of development or market entry 
• achieve scale economiesin production 
• reduce time taken to develop and commercialise new products. 
Motives for collaboration can be of a strategie (leadership and leaming) and tactical nature (cost, 
time and risk); and they distinguish between the following types of collaboration: subcontract, 
cross-licensing, consortia, strategie alliance, joint venture and network.(Tidd et al, 1997). Whether 
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or not the NPD processis carried outinsome formalised type of alliance, alignment with (intra10 

and) extra-organisational context elements is always necessary, and it is quite useful to view that 
alignment in terms of networking. Hart and Baker (1994) propose a multiple convergent 
processing (MCP) model ofNPD (multiple convergent points are the "natura! points of evaluation 
and a number of types of evaluation (market, functional) which need to be carried out in an 
integrated fashion"), which not only allows for iterations among participants within stages and 
sets mechanisms for real integration throughout the process among different functions, but also 
can easily accommodate third parties such as suppliers and customers. Interactive relationships are 
the basic building blocks of networks, and Biemans (1992) usefully distinguishes five 
characteristics of interaction: type, purpose, intensity, duration and formalisation. · 

Customers, end-users and suppliers are external parties with which the need for alignment 
is evident. It is useful to uncover characteristics such as the number and 'size', relative importance 
and dominanee of these extra-organisational elements. There are different mechanisms for finding 
out for example what the needs of end-users are: market research, involvement of customers in 
NPD team etc. Of course, the degree to which the actual customer or end-user can and wil! be 
involved depends on the type of business: industrial products or consumer goods; manufacture to 
stock or design to order, etc. Suprlier-involvement can go as far as co-design or co-makership, or 
even 'supplier guest engineers' (Twigg, 1997) But, next to these parties, others are important, 
such as research institutes and universities for the acquisition of new knowledge and techno logies. 
Tidd et al ( 1997) remark that "In addition to the more obvious sourees of extemal technology ( ... ), 
managers high] ight the changing balance between three potential sourees of intemally generated 
technology, specifically the respective role of internat venture groups, corporate research 
laboratories, and divisional R&D facilities." Companies that beloog to multi-site/multinational 
firms would also engage in NPD collaboration with sister-companies for reasoos of (global) 
competitive advantage and synergy. 

Alignment with extra-organisational context does not only happen for reasoos of 
"information gatbering and evaluating activities (Hart and Baker, 1994)", and uncovering 
opportunities, it is just as important for NPD to be aware of constraints imposed upon the new 
products or design for example by legislation on product safety and product Iiability and 
environmental laws; or already existing patents etc .. First and foremost companies have to know 
these constraints: scan (pending) patents and be aware of national and supranational laws, etc. 
Furtherrnore, companies are recommended to take a pro-active attitude. Brack and Gieskes 
"( 1990) mention (Risk management embedded in) Total Quality Management as a means of 
product liability prevention and product safety promotion as a pro-active choice (next toa (group 
of) officers specially charged with safety aspects of the product. Deuten et al. (1997) address the 
"societal embedding of new products-tbat is, their integration in relevant industries and markets, 
their admissibility with regard to regulation and standards and their acceptance by the public", and 
they also advocate pro-activeness: "one need not fatalistically await whatever societal embedding 
of one's product will result, but can anticipate and actively work towards desirabie societal 
imbedding, They propose a form of extended concurrent engineering combined with articulation 
of scenario's for embedding and state that "a central issue in rnanaging for societal quality is the 
way in which the web of alignmentswith the environment should be filled in. management should 
map the relevant ènvironment and the alignments ( ... ) on a regular basis to assess the balance of 
the alignments made and to check if the right path dependencies are created that wiJl lead to 
desirabie societal embedding". Dialogue with societal actors, who should be treated as 

10 Note that Biemans (1992) argues that although part of the wide network of different organisations, each of 
the major parties in the network has, in turn, its own intemal netwerk (see also our paragraph on intra
organisational context) 
11 Twigg ( 1997) defines the guest engineer as follows: "a technica! specialist, usually employed by a 
supp/ier oftechnology or design expertise, who is resident in the customer organisation.( ... ) lts key roleis to 
facilitate the effective integration of suppliers'technology expertise with the needs ofthe customer (vehicle 
manufacturer ). " 
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stakeholders, is very important for this kind of pro-active NPD. The societal actors should be 
given a constructive role in that they actually contribute to the product creation process (with the 
risk that these lead to shifts in the process up to decisions to stop altogether). In sectors like 
biotechnology, where integration in business ebains and public acceptability are major issues, 
firms have been observed to take up the challenge of such an integrated management approach 
(Deuten et al, 1997). 

3.3 NPD Performance. 
Our research design is to describe and analyse the alignment between a number of NPD 

systems and their internal and external context, as well as to assess their performance in order to 
get a measure of how they contribute to meeting internal and external demands (see paragraph 
1.4). It should be noted that great care has to betaken when determining and using indicators for 
performance measurement in NPD and R&D. Perhaps " ... the most objective and comprehensive 
measure of R&D performance is a measure of the success (in terms of profits, market share etc.) 
the company eventually achieves in the marketplace due to the R&D activities. However, when 
trying to calculate this measure, major probierus are encountered. The first problem is the time lag 
( .. ). The second problem is the dif.ficulty in isolating the.contribution of R&D to èompany success 
... " (Kerssens-van Drongelen, 1995). Kerssens-van Drongeten and Cook (1997) mention five so
called top level Measures of Performance (MOP's): (product) quality, cost, time, innovativeness 
and con/ribution to profil. They also note that these top level MOP's align with the four 
perspectives mentioned by KapJan and Norton intheir 'balanced scorecard' (Kaplan and Norton, 
1996): "quality corresponds with the customer perspective, cost and time with the internal 
business process perspective, innovativeness with the innovation and learning perspeelive and 
contribution to profit with the financtal perspective. With measures from the first three 
perspectives, R&D (and NPD) managers (or empowered teams, see also paragraph 3.1.3, 
subsectien on operational management) can diagnose whether individual researchers, teams, 
departments etc. are currently focusing and performing well on those aspects of their work that are 
assumed to be critica) to business success. In addition, measures from the financial perspective 
help to analyse- be it with a time lag- whether the R&D (NPD) strategy itself was right." 

Note that we consider the company and NPD strategy as a given in our research, and we 
will not consider measures from the financial perspective in our performance assessment. We 
essentially adopted the competing values approach, which emphasises that, at the end ofthe day, 
it is management that must choose the goals they wish to pursue and decide which goals will be 
given less priority. We developed an NPD performance profile with blocks of factors I variables 
(see table 7) which we think should be considered, and after identif:Ying what kind of strategie 
goals were defined for the company concerned, we asked managers to score (qualitatively) the 
performance of their NPD process both in terms of their own strategie goals, and, ifpossible, 
relative to competition. 

Authors such as Griffin and Page (1993 and 1996) and Cooper and Kleinschmidt ( 1995) state 
that NPD performance can, will and should be measured at different levels: the firm level and the 
project level (Griffin and Page also distinguish a programme level (1993)). Cooper and 
Kleinschmidt state that ''company or macro-level analysis also has the potential for uncovering 
success factors that are not readily apparent through examinatien of specific projects". Griffin and · 
Page' s research ( 1996) a lso supports the idea that the most appropriate measures of project-level 
and program-level success depend on "the firm 's project strategy and business strategy, 
respectively". We also propose to assess NPD performance on two levels, be it somewhatdifferent 
levels than mentioned above. Firstly, when looking at the actual NPD projects, performance is 
assessed in terms of Operational Eflectiveness. In line with Brown and Eisenhardt (1995) we 
decided to assess this level of NPD performance both in terms of Product Concept Eflectiveness 
(fit with market demands and fit with firm competencies) and Process Performance (speed, 
productivity/costs). Brown and Eisenhardt in a thorough literature search uncovered factors 
affecting the successof product development as presented in figure 10. Basedon our notion ofthe 
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importance of dynamics and feedforward and feedback planning (see a.o. our paragraph on 
Management processes) in NPD, we have added jlexibility to Process Performance in our NPD 
profile (see table 7). 

Project Leader 

•POWER 

• Involvement 

Team Composition 

•CROSS FUNCTJONAL 
•GA TEK.EEPERS 
•MODERA TE TENURE 

Team Organization ofWork 

•PLANNING AND OVERLAPPING 
versus 

•iteration, testing & 
frequenr milestones 

•Fit with market needs 
• fit with finn competencies 

Financial Performance 

•Low competition 

Figure 10. Factors affecting the success of product development12 (Source: Brown and Eisenhardt, 
1995) 

Although we focus on the NPD function and we consider things like company strategy as a 
given in our research, we think it is very important to a lso assess the readiness of the NPD system 
to adapt to, anticipate or even create future performance requirements by (continuously) 
evaluating and learning within, .between, and among projects in order to improve the capacity to 
manage NPD processes, (technica!) competencies and the innovative ability ofthe NPD system. In 
order to asses this second level of NPD performance, which we choose to call Strategie 
Flexibility, we Jooked at aspects such as technology leadership, knowledge management and 
organisational impravement activities within the NPD system. 

In terms of strategie goals Relative to eompetitors 
Operational Effeetiveness: 
Product Conce~t Effectiveness .. Market needs 

• Firm Competencies 
Process Performance 

• speed 

• co st 

• flexibility 
Strategie Flexibility: 
Techno logica! 

I Orgariisational. 

Table 7: NPD performance profile. 

12 (Brown and Eisenhardt note:) Capitalletters and thickened lines indicate robust findings. 
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In summary, for our research we propose to assess NPD performance on two levels: Operational 
Effectiveness and Strategie Flexibility. Operational Effectiveness wil/ be assessed both in terms of 
Product Concept Effectiveness (fit with market demands. and fit with firm competencies) and 
Process Performance (speed, casts, jlexibility). For the assessment of Strategie Flexibility, aspects 
such as technology leadership, knowledge. management and organisational impravement activities 
within the NPD system are important. The exact operationalisation of NPD performance differs 
jrom case to case and depends amongst others on the 'overall' performance requirements of the 
company involved, therefore our approach would be to first identify these performance 
requirements on both levels and then ask managers to score the performance aftheir NPD process 
both in terms aftheir own strategie goals, and, ifpossible, relative to competition. 

4. SUMMARY AND SOME PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS 
Table 8 below summarises the characteristics of the NPD system and (their alignment 

with) their context, as well as factors of NPD performance which we found to be of relevance. 
This table wilt be used in our PhD research project for the description and analysis of cases, 
exploring relationships and influences between different elements ofthe organisational design and 
performance (compare cases), and will hopefully lead to guidelines on how to organise and 
manage new product development processes to continuously meet intemal and external demands. 
In individual cases however, the framework and mapping tools captured in the table have already 
proven to be of value as a self-assessment tooi for several companies, uncovering bottlenecks and 
points for improvement. Below we wiJl present some preliminary conclusions, taken from our 
earlier articles on our 6 in-depth case studies, in which implicitly already a number of 
. relationships and influences are mentioned. 

3.1 The New Product Development system: elements and characteristics 
3 .1.1 NPD goals and strategy 
For our research we distinguish the strategie level and the operational level, and we look for 
goals that are defined on both organisational (speed, productivity, strategie alliances, ... ) and 
technological issues (product quality, manufacturability, technology leadership, ... ) At the 
intermediate adaptive level goals have to be defined, derived on the strategie goals, for the 
changing ofthe structure ofthe system or its environment. For all three levels we inquire whether 
specific NPD goals have been formulated, and ij so, what are these goals (e.g. what is their 
nature: qualilalive or quantitative; short/long term etc.). We also want to know how the 
achlevement of these goals is monitored and measured, and whether and .how the goals are 
communicated to the people involved in the NPD process (do they know what the goals are?). 

3.1.2 NPD primary processes: inputs/outputs, activities, phases and initiation 
For our research we first of all want to knowhowand by whom NPD projects I activfties are 
initiated. We also describe the phases that can he distinguished, and the actual NPD activfties 
carried out per phase, as wel! as the input/output flows of information (sometimes also goods, e.g. 
in case of prototypes). 

3 .1.3 NPD management processes at the strategie, adaptive and operational level 
• Strategie NPD management: New Product Portfolio management 
For our research we will inquire whether alJd how _corporale strategy Is translated to NPD 
strategy e.g. by means of a portfolio (what is the content of the portfolio?); how and by whom this 
portfolio is managed, and again how the portfolio is communicated to the people involved in the 
NP D process. 
~ Adaptation: learning and-improving in NPD; managing change 
For our research we first of all want to identify how (using which 'tools ') and by whom strategy 
is implemenled Furthermore we will try to reveal whether and ij so how systematic 
(organisational) learning takes place, and we will describe the nature (incremental, radical or a 
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comhination; one-time only or continuous) and scope (department, NPD process, whole 
organisation) of change and impravement processes in NPD. 
• Operational NP D management: project management. 
For our research we will first of all characterise the NPD projects (e.g. in terms of reducing 
technologtcal uncertainty and system scope), and then describe how and hy whom the project 
management activities of budgeting, resource allocation, planning, reviewing (monitoring), 
performance measurement, and leading projects are carried out. 

3 .1.4 NPD Support Processes: hu man resource management and knowied ge management 
For our research we want to describe how (using which systems and tools) and by whom 
selection and introduction, trainingkareer development and performance appraisal and reward 
actlvities (individual and teams; financial and non-jinancial) are carried out for hoth NPD 
workers and all other memhers of NPD teams. Furthermore, we wil/ inquire whether and how 
knowledge activfties take place, hoth in terms of knowledge pull (search and acquisition of new 
information; evaluation and application of knowledge and new information; search and 
acquisition of knowledge) and knowledge push or knowledge handling actlvities (sifting, storing, 
opening up and conveying knowledge). For all these actlvities it is important to find out whether 
they happen as an inlegral part ofthe NPD primary process, or as separate support activities. 

3 .1.5 NPD People 
For our research we wiJl describe the following characteristics of all peop/e involved in the NPD 
process (i.e. project team memhers and line managers involved): 

System-technical 

Age, time with company and 
qualification (background 
(degrees), training, 
experience in this and 
previousjohs) 
Tasks, activities(incl.no.of 
teamslprojects) 
Authority, accountahility 

Social-dynamical 

Power 
(Feit) Responsibility 
Politica! Behaviour 
Communication 

. Leadership style 

NPD Means (Systems and Tools) 
For our research we want to list the systems and tools used in the primary, managementand 
support NPD processes. We are a/so interested in experiences with, and(dis)advantages of those 
systems and too/s and their characteristics. for example in terms of user-friendliness etc. 

3.1.6 NPD Organisational Arrangements 

System-technical 
Composition (representation 
of functions; full-time I part
time membership; size) 
Duration 
Tasks & responsihilities 
Accountahilities 
Location 

Social-dynamical 
---------

Who 's the Boss 
Power 
Politica/ Behaviour 
Culture (differences withfunctional 
departments, other teams) 
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For our research, we wiJl focus primarily on the description of the NPD structure (matrix. 
project, functional) and culture, teams (light-lheavyweightl autonomous; multifunctional or 
multidisciplinary: temporary or permanent), procedures (Stage-Gate; sequential/parallel: 
static/jlexible), other arganisational arrangements and meetings (formal/informal; .frequency. 
duration). The above mentioned attributes of teams wil/bedescribed 

3.2 NPD Intra- and extra-organisational context: elements, characteristics and alignment 
(see tigure 4 for examples of elements). 
3.2.1 Intra-organisational: cross-functional integration 
For our research, afler identification of important elements and a brief characterisation (e.g. 
location of marketing; type of manufacturing process), for each contextual element the following 
key questions are asked: 
-What kind of alignment is necessary? 
-How does alignment take place? (through which inlegration mechanisms?) 
-Is the alignment satisfactory? 
-Are there any bottlenecks? 
-Have there been any contextual changes recently; if so, what have been th_eir effects? 

3.2.2 Extra-organisational: networking and constraints 
For our research, afler identification of important elements (drawing up the networks) and a 
brief characterisation (e.g. number of and dependency on customers and suppliers), for each 
contextual element thefollowing key questiohs are asked: 
-What kind of alignment is necessary?(early vs. late involvement; re-active vs. pro-active) 
-How does alignment take place?(formallinformal networking and/or uncovering constraints) 
-Is the alignment satisfactory? 
-Are there any bottlenecks? 
-Have there been any contextual changes recently: if so, what have been their e.ffects? 

3.3 NPD Performance. 
For our research we propose to assess NPD performance on two levels: Operational 
Effectiveness and Strategie Flexibility. Opërational E.ffectiveness will be assessed bath in terms of 
Product Concept E.ffectiveness (fit with market demands and fit with firm competencies) and 
Process Performance (speed, costs,jlexibility). For the assessment of Strategie Flexibility, aspects 
such as technology leadership. knowledge managementand organisational impravement activities 
within the NPD system are important. The exact operationalisation of NPD performance di.ffers 
.from case to case and depends amongst others on the 'overall' performance requirements of the 
company involved, . therefore our approach would be to first identify these performance 
requirements on bath levels and then ask managers to score the performance of their NP D process 
bath in terms of their own strategie goals, and, if possible, relative to competition. 

Table 8 Summary of elements and characteristics of NPD systems and (alignment with) their 
context, andrelevant aspects ofNPD performance. 

Applying our 'assessment' to case 1 (our pilot case), a producer of electrooie 
subassemblies, operating in a fast growing market of, predominantly, Original Equipment 
Manufacturers, lead to the following implications. First of all, their recéntly improved NPD 
procedure was suitable for the achievement of the strategie business goals (increased speed and 
productivity; reduced cost of new products; improved design quality) provided that (i) the 
components needed in the new product design are either existing components or derivatives of 
existing components and (ii) some improvements are made in the way the different phases are 
carried out. Ad (ii): in termsof fit with market demands, timeliness was a problem. This could be 
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improved firstly by trying to solve the capacity problems that occur e.g. with CAD engineers: find 
a more flexible way of allocating these people to the different projects. Even more could be gained 
from reducing the cycle time for prototype building and testing, or even reducing the number of 
cycles. In terms of manufacturability (fit with firm competencies) impravement could be gained 
from working even more strictly with the design rules, and pèrhaps even more important, 
enlarging the knowledge on manufacturing of the design engineers. The possible improvements 
mentioned above are all in the area of operational e.ffectiveness. In the cross-functional 
improvement programme a large number of improvement projects aimed at improving strategie 
jlexibility on all three levels are defined, e.g. projects aimed at improving communication and 
information flows, project documentation and knowledge management. One thing that the 
assessment has shown, however, is that it is crucially important to · relate these different 
improvement activities to each other and to imbed them in the existing organisation, for else it 
must be feared that sub-optimalisation or only temporary improvements will be achieved. (de 
Weerd-Nederhof and Boer, 1996) 

Case 2 and 3, a Dutch and a British Energy Sector Company, were analysed in comparison 
with each other. Note that for the Dutch case (case 2) NPD is explicitly considered as a 'vehicle' · 
for developing, applying and transferring knowledge, whereas for the British case (case 3) the 
process of product or prototype development is their core business, and also their core 
competence; and that both companies do not manufacture the developed products in-house. NPD 
performance as perceived by themanagers ofboth companies, shows an almast similar 'score' for 
(operational) product concept e.ffectiveness: excellent technica! performance, whereas price and 
manufacturability can be a difficult point especially when products have to be produced in large 
quantities. For process performance, the British productdevelopment centre at the moment seems 
to perfarm better than the Dutch case in terms of speed, and the operational process flexibility is 
also quite good, not only within one NPD project, but the people can be switched between projects 
more easily than in the Dutch case because they have more generalist skills. On the Strategie 
level, both units are (more than) satisfied with technological performance and learning; at the 
Dutch Business Unit this seems to be better because the new knowledge can be shared by more 
specialists, thus less reliant on one or two individuals. Organisationallearning about the process of 
NPD is said to be the core competence of the British case, and up until now they are performing 
quite well, although relying heavily on informal individual learning and there is a great danger 
that if the centre grows too fast, they will not be able to keep up the learning pace. In the Dutch 
case the general apinion is that learning from (organisational) mistakes should be systematised 
and improved, starting for example with official post project or programme reviews. To an extent, 
improvements can be achieved by learning from each other: the British Stage Gate system, once 
more explicitly embedded, should lead to a more rigorous consideration of all NPD issues. This 
Stage-Gate approach could be very beneficia! for the Dutch Business Unit and it's parent 
Conversely, the Target Group approach of the Dutch company is sarnething which could benefit 
the British company by systematically identifying important stake holders such as manufacturers 
in an early stage. Also, the Dutch training programme would be a good example for the British 
case, especially because of the way the Project Management course, which is ob Iigatory for each 
new researcher, incorporates the way of working in NPD into every memher of staff. For both 
cases, but probably even more so for the British case, where people from outside the centre 
frequently join the NPD teams, pre project workshops or motivation exercises are recommended. 
Formalising and using a Stage Gate process also demands reviews and evaluation öf performance, 
both ofthe process and ofthe participants. (Bartholomew and de Weerd-Nederhof, 1997) 

Case 4 is an electro-technical company which had recently changed îts' structure from 
functional departments to a (permanent) market sector team structure in order to implement a 
more market oriented environment. We concluded that, even though operational e.ffectiveness in 
the short term had improved with regard to market orientedness; in terms of strategie flexibility 
extra organisational measures should be taken to keep knowledge up to date, to learn across 
Market Sector Teams and projects. For example, in order to maintain expertise in product 
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engineering, the engineers should have some system where frequent and systematic 
communication takes place to allow sharing of ideas and problems. The threat is that not only wiJl 
the company loose specialisation but an increase in duplication of activity within this subsidiary is 
probable. Therefore, we can say that information acquisition and distribution activities, are, at 
present, not sufficient for the networks and leaming to contribute to the performance of the 
development activity. That is, the case study company had little awareness of the activities 
occurring in their sister company (information acquisition) which is a result of insubstantial 
information distribution. Finally, the Jack of systematic training and defined procedures resulted in 
inexperienced engineers having too much autonomy in the decision making in the sample project, 
which led to considerable setbacks. Our recommendations included a structured training program; 
the introduetion of job rotation/secondment schemes and the ·adoption of a 'product champion 
concept' (across teams). (Pacitti and de Weerd-Nederhof, 1997) 

The European headquarters of the Materials and Controts Division of a world-wide 
company which is mostly active in the semiconductor business was our case 5. They had just 
implemented a so-called balanced matrix structure (empowered project teams) and a new NPD 
procedure. The strategie objective of imptementing Project Management and the NPDP was to 
speed up time to market. The new NPD procedure was something the company could work with, 
whereas finding the right structure and shifting the command-and-control culture into one of 
empowerment in such a way that it really influences time to market has proven to be much more 
difficult. The question is whether more radical changes in way of working and structure are 
needed. The experiences after one year. show that the bottorn up 'Continuous Improvement' 
approach (let the teams find their own best way ofworking, slowly but surely), does have positive 
effects, but to really decrease time to market probably not only organisational redesign is needed 
but also process redesign (look at the critica! path!). In terms of operational effectiveness, product 
quality and process flexibility are good, but speed, costand manufacturability should be improved, 
especially in terms of strategie goals. In most cases improvement activities are already being 
undertaken. In terms of strategie jlexibility, technologically ánd organisationally leaming and 
knowledge management does take place, primarily through meetings. Technological knowledge 
transfer takes place for instanee in regular group meetings of design engineers working on 
different projects within one product line; usually the manufacturing engineers are also invited to 
join these meetings. These meetings are considered to be very useful, but on the other hand it is 
remarked that the design projects are not documented wel! enough to leam from past experiences, 
and that leaming is limited to a too small group and individuals. Organisational issues are 
discussed during so-called Project Forum meetings (project managers, line ~ and top 
management), but again it is noted that Lessons Leamed and Best Practices should be better 
documented and shared. (Bemasco et al, 1997) 

When assessing case 6, a privatised R&D unit connected to a rehabilitation centre, we 
focused on R&D quality performance. As to product concept effectiveness, the company scored 
very well in termsof budget discipline, sticking to time schedules and complying with health care 
demands and regulations. Systematic scanning of market needs and analysis of potential customer 
needs and feed back of project results from extemal stakeholders could however be improved. 
Process performance:. although the company scored reasonably well, this was not achieved 
through characteristics of the R&D system which were deemed to be important in terms of the 
formulated strategy. For example, due to the limited size of case 6, informal contacts between 
staff members are at present an essential co-ordination tooi. Format presentations of results and 
experiences take place only at the end of projects so there is no organised moment of interim 
verification that all possible knowledge is employed for a specific research task. No formal or 
consistent informal procedures for project management (division of Iabour, evaluation, etc.) were 
found. Strategie jlexibi/ity: essentially the same remarks apply as under process performance. At 
the moment Quality Performance looks OK, but this is not a very stable, well documented 
situation. As an example: no systematic internat project evaluation is done so staff memhers 
receive little feedback on the results of their work. In this way there is no systematic transfer of 
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useful experiences for ·leaming across projects that are carried out at the same time or even, 
longitudinally, between subsequent projects. Management activity is mostly focused on bringing 
in sufficient (financial) resources to be able to comply to the mission, meaning less time to be 
devoted to adaptive management or support activities in terms of knowledge management. Three 

~.- majór areäs ofimprovement were distinguished for case 6: market-ol;'ientation, forma\ procedures 
for intemal alignment and stimulation of organisational (in addition to 'just' individual) leaming. 
As was the intention from the beginning, the company decided to formulate an integral quality 
policy to deal with these weak spots. (de Weercl-Nederhof et all997). 

Herewith we conclude this quite elaborate part I of our working paper. Part 11 will he 
written in the autumn of 1997, and serves as a feedback report for the 6 UK companies where our 
mini cases were conducted. After an explanation ofthe used methodology, basedon the extensive 
model and mapping tools combined with the Self Assessment Guide 'Innovation Your Move' 
(DTI, 1994), the results of the mini cases will be presented and the different companies wil I he 
compared to each other. Finally where possible. managerial implications will be given and 
conclusions will be drawn, thereby more explicitly addressing also relationships among and 
between NPD elements and their context and the influence on performance. 
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